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It's a wild world
DO ANY OF US have the confidence right now to predict what lies ahead this year –
for our profession, for ourselves and our families and for our planet? Emerging from
the slings and arrows of 2020, it feels all too tempting to curl up and hibernate until
the worst of it has passed.
Little wonder more of us have looked to nature in recent months – to appreciate
flora and fauna we never noticed until a pandemic shrank the universe to balcony,
back garden or local park. That shift in perspective has made the small and familiar
large and significant – leaving many of us stumbling about like Alice in Wonderland,
trying to readjust to the world around us.
Scientists have linked the emergence of Covid-19 to destruction of the natural world,
of course. Our planet faces a biodiversity crisis and a climate crisis. But we cannot
take for granted that we will come out of this sadder, wiser and better equipped – as
governments, businesses and individuals – to make good the damage we inflict on our
waterbodies and landscapes.
All of that puts even more at stake at the postponed COP 15 biodiversity summit in
Kunming, China in October and at the COP 26 climate summit in Glasgow in November.
These need to deliver legally binding commitments. Time is running out.
This issue of The Environment focuses on nature. We talk to rewilding champion
Derek Gow, best known for reintroducing beavers to the UK, about the experience of
loss that underpins his work.
We look at the role for wetlands treating and managing water, creating new habitats
and storing carbon. Two artists on opposite sides of the planet compare notes on the
marshlands they champion, the challenges that face these fragile ecosystems and how
best to protect and reclaim these spaces for people and for wildlife.
Wildlife Trusts chief executive Craig Bennett makes the case for building wildlife
habitats into all new developments. And Rewilding Britain chief executive Rebecca
Wrigley explores whether afforestation is the UK’s only option to restore its tree cover
to sequester more carbon.
These are big issues. Sometimes it’s so much easier to start small. Notice how the
frost glitters on the cobwebs in the hedgerows. Feed the blackbirds. Plant an acorn in
the park. As tough as things have been, spring will come.

Reproduction in whole or part is forbidden except
with the express permission of the publisher.
Data, discussion and conclusions developed
by authors in this publication are not intended
for use without independent substantiating
investigation on the part of potential users.
Opinions expressed are those of the authors and
are not necessarily those of Syon Publishing, the
Chartered Institution of Water and Environmental
Management (CIWEM) or any servants of those
organisations. No responsibility for loss suffered
by any person acting or refraining from acting as a
result of the material contained in this publication
will be accepted by Syon Publishing, CIWEM or its
associated organisations.

Karen Thomas
Editor, The Environment
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News
UK WATER INDUSTRY LAUNCHES 2030
ZER0 CARBON-EMISSIONS PLAN
UK water firms, NGOs and consultants have launched the world’s
first sector-wide drive to deliver a green transition by 2030
ORGANISATIONS INCLUDING RSPB,
the Woodland Trust and Natural England
have welcomed the UK water industry
roadmap, setting out how to eliminate its
carbon emissions by 2030.
Launched in November to coincide with
the postponed COP26 climate summit in
Glasgow, WaterUK’s £2 billion-£4 billion
blueprint sets out how the UK’s water and
waste-water companies will deliver a
net-zero water supply to customers by 2030
– twenty years ahead of the government’s
legally binding 2050 net-zero targets.
The water industry produces nearly a
third of UK industrial and waste-process
emissions. The water firms aim to cut up
to 10 million tonnes of greenhouse-gas
emissions by 2030, investing in naturebased solutions, introducing more
circular water and waste management
and restoring nature.
Natural England chairman and
veteran environmental campaigner Tony
Juniper says the proposals open “a new
phase” for protecting our land, water
and natural habitats. “Co-operation is
now possible on a scale that can deliver
solutions, having agreed the scale and
urgency of the [climate and biodiversity]

problem,” he said. The plans include:
o Producing more biomethane from sewage
waste, injecting green gas into the grid
that will heat up to 150,000 homes and/or
provide cleaner transport fuel
o Developing up to 3GW of new solar and
wind generation capacity, providing
some 80 per cent of the sector’s
electricity demands
o Restoring 20,000 hectares of peatland
and grassland and planting 11 million
trees on water-company land
o Switching all passenger vehicles to
electric and 80 per cent of the
industry’s commercial vehicles to
cleaner-burning fuels.
WaterUK says the roadmap is
“voluntary”. Individual companies will
now develop their own plans to meet
these collective goals. “We estimate a
potential capex investment of £2-4 billion
— a figure that will become clearer as
individual companies develop their own
detailed plans,” the industry body said.
Mott MacDonald project leader for
water-sector investment planning Maria
Manidaki advised the WaterUK roadmap.
She says “softer enablers”, not
technology, will present the biggest
challenge to delivery. Asked who will pay
to deliver these goals, she said water
firms will tap external funding, such as
government support to accelerate energy
efficiency, and that the wider private
sector must contribute too.
The water firms plan to cut water
demand, introducing water-use labels
and cutting leakage rates by up to 7 per
cent beyond their existing 2030 forecasts,
to slash per capita consumption by six
litres per head per day.
They plan to meet up to 80 per cent of
daily demand from wind and solar
energy, and extract more biogas from
waste water for heating. They will replace
energy-intensive equipment with efficient

alternatives and invest in smarter
networks and extract more biomethane
from waste.
Other plans include fleet replacement,
phasing out fossil-fuel vehicles. As one of
the UK’s largest landowners, the water
industry will also plant more trees,
restore natural habitats and find new
ways to sequester carbon and work with
nature to tackle climate risks at
catchment scale.
WaterUK plans to set up an offset
regime – “identifying the best
opportunities for decarbonisation in the
UK [to develop] a robust UK market for
businesses to procure offsets to counter
hard to abate emissions such as from
wastewater treatment”.
The Routemap comprises a ten-point
plan for decarbonisation that makes
recommendations to government and
regulators, pledging to protect customer
bills, to minimise investment costs and to
develop green skills and nature-based
solutions to support economic recovery.
Water industry regulator Ofwat praised
the Roadmap’s emphasis “on the need for
innovation and cross-sector collaboration
in reaching net zero, and the strong focus
on nature-based solutions”. It said: “Such
approaches deliver multiple benefits we
all want to see – from lower emissions to
improved river quality and biodiversity.” o
Read the WaterUK Net Zero 2030
Roadmap at: https://cutt.ly/VhobdWx

UK WATER – THE CHALLENGE
2.4 million tonnes
142 litres
15 million litres
28 million
569,000 km
7,000
10 million tonnes
£2-4 billion

Annual carbon-dioxide emissions
Average daily water consumption
Total daily water use
Connected properties
Of sewage pipes
Treatment sites
Targeted greenhouse-gas savings
Investment needed to meet 2030 targets
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WATERUK’S TEN-POINT CLIMATE PLAN

1

Protect our
customers We
will deliver
maximum benefit
at lowest possible
cost, prioritising investments in
efficiency, delivering new sources of
revenue such as renewable generation,
and accessing alternative investment
sources, including government schemes
and cheaper sources of green finance.
We will deliver against our Water Poverty
Public Interest Commitment to support a
just transition to not leave the
vulnerable behind.

2

Leadership and collaboration We
will prioritise net zero in
decisionmaking, and empower and
support senior leaders to develop,
champion and deliver the net-zero
ambition across the industry. We will
join forces with our supply chain to
build partnerships and innovation —
and help, learn from and challenge the
world’s water companies and other
utilities to match our ambition and pace.

3

Urgent action We will bring
decarbonisation into a sector-wide
transition programme to accelerate the
progress of companies and partners.
This will initiate research on long lead-in
time items such as emissions from
biochemical processes and advance
low-regret options – energy efficiency,
renewables, land-use changes, and
alternative fuels – as quickly as possible.

ALL IMAGES: SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

4

Progress in every region of
England Every water company in
England will use the Routemap to
develop its own net-zero action plans, to
publish by end July 2021. These will
build on the sector-wide analysis to
reflect their region’s opportunities and
challenges. Companies will outline their
expected future emissions, factoring in
the UK decarbonisation strategy,
sector-specific analysis, and local
climate and biodiversity goals,
opportunities, activities and constraints.

5

Transparency WaterUK will also
publish an annual Sector Emissions
Report, and work to accredit our
reporting to recognised standards. We
will convene a Net Zero Expert Panel,
drawn from outside water companies, to
provide advice and challenge on plans
and performance.

6

Green jobs and skills We will work
across the water sector, with other
utilities, cities and regions to develop
new or enhanced training programmes,
apprenticeships and other schemes to
create the right skills to support the
transition and to invite skilled staff from
carbon-intensive industries to apply
their skills to the sector. We are also
ready to support the green economic
recovery post-Covid, building on the £50
billion of investment planned over the
next five years.

7

An economy-wide transition
strategy from government
Government must use next year’s
Net-Zero Strategy to take a
comprehensive, joined-up view about
priorities, opportunities and impacts,
not make isolated judgments about
individual technologies or sectors. For
example, if hydrogen emerges as an
alternative fuel, water demand will
increase 15-20 per cent. Meanwhile, there
is huge potential for sewage biomethane
to decarbonise some heavy industries.
This joined-up approach would be
helped by implementing the National
Infrastructure Commission’s
recommendation to align regulators’
duties on carbon to maximise focus and
reflect the need for new ways of
regulating to meet climate goals.

8

standards is the most effective way to cut
water waste and bills. We should couple
this with improved building regulations
to ensure new homes achieve a design
standard of no more than 100 litres of
water use per person per day, and
mandatory sustainable drainage systems
(SuDS) standards to cut carbon
associated with unnecessary treatment
of surface water and tackle pollution.

9

Prioritise net-zero innovation We
encourage all involved in the water
industry to build on the new Innovation
Strategy to solve hard-to-reduce areas
such as process emissions. We need new
collaborations to bring to market
technologies and approaches, quickly
and at scale. We will work with the new
Centre of Excellence to ensure maximum
progress across the sector, as the
challenge in some areas is high,
complex, and subject to significant
uncertainties.

10

Enable more nature-based
solutions Our analysis
demonstrates huge potential for
nature-based solutions and catchmentfirst approaches to replace carbonintensive infrastructure. Work by
regulators to encourage these is
welcome, but we need much greater
ambition and pace. That means a shift
before 2025 to catchment-by-default
approaches to achieve water-quality
targets, that we can build on in the
second half of the decade through
significant reforms to the Water Industry
National Environment Programme. We
should support this with rapid
implementation of a UK market for
carbon offsets and
land-use change. o

Government policy that prioritises
carbon Government can make
straightforward policy changes at zero or
near-zero cost to accelerate
decarbonisation while alleviating other
risks such as drought. For example, a
mandatory water-efficiency label for
white goods plus minimum
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CHRIS ROBBINS

landscape to encourage nature back. It
became completely obvious that it needed
to be a natural process.
That led me to look at beavers. Previous
attempts to reintroduce them had come to
nothing. Travelling to Poland and other
places convinced me that beavers are the
architects of riparian life. That got me
rewilding on my own farm.

WHY DOES REWILDING MATTER?
The European Union’s latest State of
Nature report shows the UK as one of the
most wildlife-impoverished countries,
thanks to how intensively we’ve managed
our landscape. Ladybird spiders,
glowworms, dormice and native orchids
have slipped through our fingers so fast;
we don’t know how to react.

I want to sustain other life on my
land. I want to hear grasshoppers
and meadow warblers. I don’t want,
as the consequence of my own
actions, a landscape that’s dead
Derek Gow

My environment:
DEREK GOW

Farmer turned conservationist Derek Gow is a passionate
advocate for rewilding, working to reintroduce beavers to the
UK to boost biodiversity and reduce catchments’ flood risk.
And he’s advising Boris’ dad on conservation on the side.
By Karen Thomas
WHAT FIRST GOT YOU INTERESTED IN REWILDING?
I worked for zoos for 16 years. One
wildlife centre wanted to display
British animals. We found that very few
people understood how these animals
reproduced and I had to design tiny
burrows for species like shrews. I
was trying to get pine martens, red
squirrels and water voles to breed.
Nobody had the foggiest. But after
six years of mistakes, we were

breeding water voles very well. In the
early 1990s, there was growing concern
for UK species. What followed was half a
decade of digging ponds, planting irises
and willows,
trying to
rebuild the
riparian

We’re looking at the detritus of what
we had. Introduced species have created
a complicated landscape; we’ve driven
our large native mammals to extinction
and extinguished most small mammals.
What kind of determination does it take
to wipe wildcats off the face of Britain?
Rewilding is critical to reshaping an
environment that is all but lifeless. We’ve
degraded our soil – no mycelium, no
invertebrates, nothing but a few small
birds and mice living in hedges.
Rewilding is a way to give other forms
of life an opportunity to exist. If we don’t,
the alternative is terrifying.

CAN CATCHMENT PARTNERSHIPS SUPPORT
NATURE RECOVERY?
They can, but water companies must
be a lot more courageous. To continue
to pollute is not a solution. In 2009, a
South West Water-led project nearly
reintroduced beavers to filter water
flowing into Roadford Reservoir, to tackle
enriched silt run-off and algae blooms.
Beavers could have held back water
upstream. Because public opinion was
against it, the project failed.
It was interesting to drive around
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Yorkshire during last
February’s floods. It was
chaos; the old wetlands
lying under water,
no trees – the
landscape
bare, with flows
coursing down over
compacted soil. And the consequences
were evident downstream; ruined
businesses, children’s bedrooms kneedeep in raw sewage.
Water companies need to be more
resilient to floods and droughts. That
requires land. It’s untenable to farm
every inch of land to the edges of our
water courses. We must recreate riparian
corridors – in our own interests, and in
the interests of nature. Water companies,
as land owners, will be hugely
influential. And the door is more open,
politically, to these ideas – all the way to
the top.

ARE YOU AN ENVIRONMENTALIST?
Do I wear hemp sandals? No. I farm, and
farmed hard. But when you look back,
you realise you’ve driven most of the life
from that land. I can’t do that any more.
I’ve spent time and money dragging
trees out to fields, introducing species
that manage the land differently. Our
wild pigs scoop out pockets of land.
When it rains, water collects in pits and
pockets that hold and slow the flows.
Why do I do this? Because it’s my
responsibility and because, during
my lifetime, during my short period of
curtilage, I want to sustain other life on
that land. I want to hear grasshoppers
and meadow warblers. I don’t want, as
the consequence of my own actions, a
landscape that’s dead.

WHAT WAS YOUR LIGHTBULB MOMENT?

SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

The farmer here before me talked about
many curlews around the farm. But in
the 1970s and 1980s the meadows were

The destruction is quick; the
putting-back is incredibly long and
complex… It’s too late for me to do
anything for the curlews. But I can
try to do other things. And by
Christ, I’m going to do it

turned over to silage. Baling machines
drove straight over the nests, killing the
baby curlews as their parents flew over
us crying. Despite feeling a bit sorry, we
kept on baling.

budgets that make the difference. It’s so
important to look at the little things, too.
And it’s time for government, businesses
and the water industry to understand that if
you don’t help, who will?

It’s often very small projects with
very small budgets that make the
difference... It’s time for
government, businesses and the
water industry to understand that if
you don’t help, who will?

Stop cutting the grass, create log piles
and stone piles and ponds in your
gardens. Let wild plants and trees seed
through the flower borders. Find ways
to grow plants that attract insects. Leave
perennial borders standing to help
insects to overwinter.
Why not link your garden to other
gardens – if you can afford it, buy land
to rewild; shut the gate on it and leave it
for nature to fold over. Nature will find it.
Voles and kestrels will come back. And
everyone can support those organisations
genuinely trying to make a difference.

Since taking over, I’ve seen a curlew
rising maybe twice. That bird is one of
our last curlews – a species common to
Bronze Age grasslands. Older birds came
back looking for a mate, for space and for
the prospect of life. In the last five years
there’ve been none.
The sad fact is, the destruction is
quick; the putting-back is incredibly long
and complex. We really don’t understand
what we’re going to have to do. It’s
too late for me to do anything for the
curlews. But I can try to do other things.
And by Christ, I’m going to do it.

HOW CAN THE REST OF US SUPPORT REWILDING?

WHAT ARE YOUR PLANS NEXT?
I’ve been trying to move the wild pigs
out of a field they shouldn’t be in. We’re
taking delivery of our first water buffalo,
three castrated males, and working to
reintroduce the first UK-bred wildcats in
150 years. We’re working with Yorkshire
Water to reintroduce water voles. And we
hope to reintroduce glowworms to the UK.

WHAT CAN GOVERNMENT, LANDOWNERS AND
THE WATER INDUSTRY DO TO HELP?

AND HELPING BORIS JOHNSON TO GET
BEAVERS FOR HIS DAD’S 80TH?

Lots of people in these organisations
want to do the right thing. I admired
Martin Ross at South West Water,
who started a small beaver trial above
Roadford back when public opinion
really was hostile. He was among those
who introduced upstream thinking, who
urged water companies to spend money
better managing their land.
It takes courage to resist pressure to
compromise.
You
need to
understand
the issues in
crystal-clear
detail – to use
your money
and political
clout in the
right way.
Constantly funding big
projects? No; it’s often very
small projects with very small

That wasn’t leaked by me! Stanley
Johnson was a co-writer of the European
Union habitats directive. He’s is a keen,
lifelong environmentalist, with land on
Exmoor, and is very interested in beavers
– so we helped him to apply for the
licence for a breeding pair.
Beaver reintroduction is moving
forward rapidly in the UK. When Stanley
Johnson’s beavers breed, we’ll take the
two-year-old babies to rewilding projects
elsewhere. It’s a lovely gesture – Stanley is
very enthusiastic about it. o
Bringing Back
the Beaver by
Derek Gow is
published by
Chelsea Green,
ISBN no
978160
3589963.
Price £20
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Planning needs a rethink to protect wildlife

WE NEED NEW PLANNING
MECHANISMS TO PROMOTE
NATURE RECOVERY
Turn off the demolition beams and let
Wildbelt rewild our planning system,
writes Craig Bennett

O

ne of my favourite books of all
time is The Hitchhikers Guide to
the Galaxy, Douglas Adams’
quirky and hilarious sciencefiction spoof. In it, suburban,
quintessentially British, Arthur Dent
travels through space and time after
aliens destroy planet Earth to make way
for a ‘hyperspatial express route’ through
our solar system.
The nasty alien Vogons in charge of
construction arrive in their huge yellow

spaceships to give the Earthlings a
couple of minutes’ warning before the
scheduled planetary destruction, and
observe panic on the Earth’s surface.

Oversimplifying this complicated
matter will lead to poorer decisions.
The reforms look set to increase
nature’s decline and fail to
integrate nature into people’s lives

Their response: “There’s no point
in acting all surprised about it. All the
planning charts and demolition orders
have been on display in your local
planning department in Alpha Centauri
for 50 of your Earth years, so you’ve
had plenty of time to lodge any formal
complaint and it’s far too late to start
making a fuss about it now.”
When someone complains, the Vogon
commander snaps back: “What do
you mean you’ve never been to Alpha
Centauri? For Heaven’s sake, mankind, it’s
only four light-years away, you know. I’m
sorry, but if you can’t be bothered to take
an interest in local affairs that’s your own
lookout. Energise the demolition beams.”
I’ve been thinking about these opening
chapters of that classic book a lot since
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August, when the government published
its White Paper, Planning for the Future.
The English planning system is far
from perfect. Since the early 1970s, when
Hitchhikers was being written, 41 per
cent of our wildlife species in the UK have
suffered declines in their abundance; many
species that were common are now rare.
The UK has missed most of the 2020
targets that it signed up to through the
UN Convention on Biological Diversity.
Almost every month, another report
delivers yet more evidence of the
relentless decline in species distribution,
abundance and habitats.
The planning system isn’t to blame for all
of these declines. There are many causes;
agricultural policy – and particularly
over-use of pesticides – is near the top of
the list. But planning hasn’t done nearly
enough to protect nature either.
We face a climate and ecological
emergency. Sir David Attenborough
is telling us that “our blind assault
on the planet” is affecting the “very
fundamentals of the world”.
So you would think that any reform
of the planning system would focus on
how we protect the good bits of nature
that remain, and grow these to enable
nature’s urgent recovery.
But the existing principle of “avoid
harm, or mitigate and compensate” hasn’t
done enough to protect natural places. It
too easily enables nature to be destroyed
by poorly planned development.
We don’t want to lose this principle.
However, others see a system that the
Raynsford Review says should provide
a “democratically accountable way of
managing land and the built environment
for the wider public good” as a barrier to
business and free-market principles.
English planning has been radically
reformed over the last decade, the critics
say, without a clear sense of what this
should achieve, beyond removing barriers
to business. Democratically accountable
planning to meet society’s changing needs
on a large scale is anathema – regional
planning became a dirty word.
Responsibility now sits with cashstarved local councils, who must find
time and resources to collaborate with
neighbouring councils to plan for
local and future communities within
a continuously changing system.
And so local plans are often behind

development, struggling to catch up, not
properly planning ahead.
Planning departments have been
cut to the bone, with a high turnover
of staff and planning committees often
insufficiently trained to understand
developments’ full environmental
impacts. This has left many local councils
struggling to prepare Local Plans.

SOLUTIONS
The answer isn’t to rip up the planning
system and start again – something the
government appears to suggest in the
Planning White Paper; that would make a
bad situation much worse. Yes, the planning
system needs updating but the new
proposals aren’t the way to achieve this.

There’s a gaping hole in the
environmental protections basket;
a mechanism to protect land that
is in recovery
Failure stems from the implementation,
rather than from the system itself.
Oversimplifying this complicated matter
will lead to poorer decisions.
The reforms look set to increase
nature’s decline and fail to integrate
nature into people’s lives. The reforms
fail to integrate nature into two of the
three proposed new zones. They offer
less protection than the current system,
with no explanation how planning will
contribute to nature’s recovery.
The reforms will also undermine the
democratic process. If people do not get
involved in planning concepts for their
whole area when the process starts, there is
little opportunity to do so once individual
developments start to come forward.
Deciding everything at the beginning
of the process means new information
that emerges further down the line –
say endangered wildlife being found at
a proposed housing site – will not be
enough to halt the development.
So what needs to happen to enable
nature to recover and give people
high-quality homes in sustainable
neighbourhoods?
We all want to live in beautiful places
where we can work, relax and play
without needing a car to go shopping or

to the GP; communities where people’s
health and wellbeing is enhanced by
daily contact with nature, places that
don’t place too high a burden on existing
water supplies and other resources.
Alongside the reports of nature’s
dramatic declines are many comparable
reports highlighting people’s need
for nature and the toll on mental and
physical health without it. Evidence
shows that healthy communities need
nature; the government must plan nature
into every proposed zones, whether
Growth, Renewal or Protect.

NATURE-RECOVERY NETWORKS
The answer is to make the NatureRecovery Network the starting point for
planning decisions. Begin by identifying
the places most important for wildlife
and where to create new wild places in
between, so that nature can flow and
move across the wider landscape.
Then plan new development
sympathetically around this and allow
the nature-recovery network to flow
through new communities too – so that
new towns and villages do not become
a barrier to wildlife but enhance its
capacity to thrive.
None of this sticks without the right
protections. That’s why The Wildlife
Trusts are calling for a new designation
called Wildbelt.
There’s a gaping hole in the
environmental protections basket; a
mechanism to protect land that is in
recovery. Existing law and policy protects
a representative sample of the most
special sites for nature, but not places
where people are working to create new
habitats and bring nature back.
Wildbelt would make it possible
to designate land managed to enable
recovery for that very purpose. It would
ensure that time and money invested
in bringing nature back to that site,
including small or large-scale rewilding,
was secured for the future, protecting the
site against future changes in land use.
We welcome changes to the planning
system that are about recovery – but you
don’t need to rip it up and start again to
make this happen. o
Craig Bennett is chief executive
of The Wildlife Trusts.
Follow him @craigbennett3
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UK woodland cover stands at just 13 per cent

REFORESTING BRITAIN
call of the wild
Tree planting has its limitations; we should
make natural regeneration our default
approach to expanding the UK’s woodlands,
argues Rebecca Wrigley

T

rees should be abundant in the
British landscape. Instead,
remnants of our rich rainforests
and oak woods lie scattered.
Woodland cover across the UK
presently stands at 13 per cent.

Much of this comprises exotic conifer
and broadleaf plantations. These are
crucial for timber production but support
less wildlife and often absorb less carbon
than natural woodlands and forests.
When you consider the European average

woodland cover is 37 per cent, it’s easy to
see we’re short of trees.
We need to increase our tree cover to
address climate change and biodiversity
loss. Expanding our woodlands is vital.
Woody vegetation, and the soils beneath,
absorb and lock away atmospheric carbon.
Forests also help prevent flooding,
slowing the flow to streams and rivers.
People and wildlife love dappled shade
on a hot summer’s day, and to shelter
from wind and rain.
UK biodiversity is associated with
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mosaics of trees, shrubs, wetlands and
open grasslands. Trees give us fresh air,
food, and medicines. Dead and alive,
they’re a home and food source for
plants, animals and insects.
The need to scale up woodland creation
raises the question how to create this
additional woodland area. Many talk about
tree planting as if manual establishment
is the only way to create woodland. But
to create diverse, climate-resilient natural
forests and woodlands, tree planting is not
the only – or even the best – way.

Some 58 million ha of former
croplands were abandoned when
the Soviet collective-farming
system collapsed, creating
spontaneous reforestation, not
a stake or tree guard in sight
NATURE’S WAY
Natural regeneration is the process by
which plants and woodlands establish
naturally –seeds distributed by the wind,
birds and animals, by spreading root
suckers and other natural processes.
There are some key advantages to natural
regeneration as compared to planting trees:
o Greater complexity and diversity,
which supports a greater structural
complexity and diversity of habitats,
benefiting plants, animals and humans
o Increased resilience, which supports
genetic mixing and the natural
selection of trees best adapted to local
circumstances and a changing climate.
This assists the evolution of resistance
to disease
o Reduced risk of pests and diseases;
the fewer tree saplings we need to
import, the less the risk of introducing
new pests and diseases
o Less management, more costeffective; naturally regenerated sites
can be more cost effective than planted
ones, especially beyond the initial
establishment phase.
o Better carbon storage; the carbon value
is potentially higher, thanks to reduced
soil carbon loss and other factors.
Planting trees can boost local seed
sources, enrich species diversity where it
is lacking and engage local communities.
Done badly, though, it can disturb the

ground and accelerate soil carbon loss
and leave plastic tree guards to litter the
landscape for decades.
It can look artificial, create monocultured planting and require on-going
weeding and pest control. Moreover,
there are questions about whether tree
planting alone can deliver all the new
woodland we need.

INTERNATIONAL LESSONS
Examples from other countries make
a case for natural regeneration,
particularly in Eastern Europe and the
former USSR. More than 58 million
ha of former croplands in Russia and
Kazakhstan have been abandoned since
the Soviet Union collapsed, taking the
collective farming system with it.
This has created spontaneous
reforestation, not a stake or tree guard in
sight. Just two decades after reverting to
pine and deciduous forest, these areas
are absorbing huge quantities of carbon
– something like 50 million tonnes a
year, equivalent to 150 million tonnes of
carbon dioxide, in Russia alone.
Just a century ago coastal southern
Norway was as deforested as many
parts of Scotland. Now, flourishing
broadleaved forests clothe the
mountains’ lower slopes, including many
extremely rare montane species.
This suggests that, given time, Scotland
could restore its own thriving ecosystem,
doing little more than removing grazing
pressure and detrimental management
such as muirburn.

Scotland has a Land-Use Strategy
and is proposing regional land-use
partnerships to deliver it. England
has no such integrated plans, at
either national or local level
In Norway, grasslands and woodlands
are generally not fenced off from each
other. Treelines are also much higher
than most people suppose. Dwarf birch,
dwarf willow and other broadleaved
species could survive in Scotland at 600900m under natural conditions.
However, in many parts of the world
large-scale natural regeneration stems from
rapid land use change and abandonment.

This can bring significant social,
cultural and economic impacts for local
communities – positive and negative.
Natural regeneration must therefore
involve a wider discussion about
integrated landscapes, resilient
communities and flourishing ecosystems.
Britain’s islands lie squarely in the
temperate rainforest biome. Fragments
of this rare habitat still exist in west
Wales and Scotland – the so-called
Celtic Rainforest.
Temperate rainforests – which exhibit
a richness of epiphytes such as mosses,
ferns and lichens – were once common
on the maritime slopes of westwardfacing uplands. Extensive deforestation
means all are now critically endangered.
We must make these remaining
tiny fragments of our rainforests
centres of origin for large-scale natural
regeneration. The same is true of the
remaining small and fragmented ancient
woodlands across the rest of the UK.

KEY FACTORS
Given sufficient seed sources and suitable
conditions, trees will plant themselves
in their millions over as large an area of
land as we can spare. Seeds dispersed by
weather and animals root where they can,
often in unexpected places. This creates
habitat mosaics — from open clearings and
groves of trees to thicker canopy cover.
But nature is also unpredictable. The
speed and type of woodland that will
establish through natural regeneration
depends on how multiple factors interact:
o Seed source, including the frequency of
seed production and forms of dispersal
o Soil and ground conditions,
including soil type and past and
current land use
o Grazing pressure, including the
intensity and selectivity of grazing by
wild and domestic herbivores
o Vegetation cover, including density
and composition and competition for
light, nutrients and moisture
o Weather and micro-climate,
including warmth and moisture and
events such as flooding.
All these factors determine whether
trees and shrubs take hold. Tussocky
grasses can be a formidable barrier. But if
wild boar break up the thatch, seedlings
can find a toe-hold. Cattle serve a similar
role, pulling apart the thatch and
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REWILDING WOODLANDS
Natural regeneration could massively
increase the scale of forest and
woodland expansion in Britain as part
of a rewilding agenda that delivers
both climate and biodiversity benefits.
Rewilding Britain recommends a threestep approach to natural woodland
expansion, making natural regeneration
the default, planting trees planting as
a support option only where necessary:
o Let nature lead
Natural regeneration is the default
approach unless trees and shrubs
cannot establish or would take too long
to arrive — for example, due to distant
seed sources, impenetrable sward or
overgrazing
o Give nature a hand
Kickstart the process to assist natural
regeneration — ground preparation,
direct seeding, grazing control and so on
o Plant trees
Plant locally sourced tree saplings
– whips – only where necessary,
particularly to engage local communities.
We need urgent action to address the
climate emergency and extinction crisis,
and trees can help to mitigate both as part

SHUTTERSTOCKC.OM

creating bare soil for seeds to germinate.
Mechanical scarification can also kickstart recolonisation, exposing ground to
pioneer species like willow and birch.
However, even if trees and shrubs
germinate successfully, they have to
contend with large herbivores. The UK
has an over-abundance of native and nonnative deer that eat woody plants. At very
high density, larger deer curtail tree and
shrub growth. At lower density, they will
sculpt the growth of trees and shrubs, not
prevent it, just as nature intended.
Sheep are a different matter. UK
uplands are heavily grazed by sheep,
which prevents natural regeneration of
woodland or woody shrubs. It takes a
dynamic balance between vegetation
succession and grazing to enhance
habitat complexity within naturally
regenerating systems.
One of the biggest barriers to natural
regeneration is that all too often, we see
scrubland as untidy, wasted space. In fact,
thorny scrub is a nursery for regenerating
trees and a brilliant mosaic habitat in its
own right. We must consign the old days
of volunteer scrub-bashing to history.

Plastic tree guards: an unwanted legacy of tree planting

of a species-rich mosaic of natural forests,
woodland, scrub and open habitats.
We recognise that natural
regeneration is not a panacea. However,
it surely has a role to play in expanding
Britain’s natural forests and woodlands
alongside tree planting.
We would like to see an ambitious target
to at least double woodland cover from
13 per cent to at least 26 per cent by 2030.
Much of this can be achieved through the
rapid expansion of so-called woodland
in the making; young woodlands
regenerating and growing into the natural
forests and wildwoods of the future.
Friends of the Earth research shows
that this can be done, without significant
impacts on food availability, especially if
our national parks, protected areas and
public lands lead the way.

We cannot consider natural
regeneration in isolation from
broader social, cultural and
economic issues. It must be part of
a wider discussion about integrated
landscapes, resilient communities
and flourishing ecosystems
And yet the current UK and devolved
nation governments targets are woefully
inadequate. The proposed England
Tree Strategy calls for an increase in
woodland cover from 10 per cent to 12
per cent by 2060 through increasing tree
planting to 30,000 to 50,000 ha per year.
It suggests we use natural regeneration
but sets no targets for this. Scotland
has a 50-year Forestry Strategy that is
supportive of natural regeneration but
again gives no targets.
We would like to see governments
align policies, regulatory frameworks

and funding mechanisms behind natural
regeneration to support doubling
woodland cover. This requires an
integrated approach to land use that
protects existing natural forest, massively
expands natural woodland regeneration
and incentivises high nature value land
uses including farming and forestry.
Scotland already has a Land-Use
Strategy that could facilitate this,
and is proposing regional land-use
partnerships to deliver it. England has
no such integrated plans, at either
national or local level.
To double woodland cover, the
government also needs to significantly
raise the level of investment per year
and ensure it is co-ordinated. Integrated
land-management payments – such as
the Environmental Land Management
Scheme (ELMs) and devolved nation
equivalents – should explicitly support
and incentivise natural woodland
regeneration and nature-enriching land
uses that sustain rural livelihoods.
This will help to restart the rural
economy, creating new jobs in forestry,
tourism, ecosystem restoration and farm
diversification. The multiple long-term
benefits of natural forests and woodlands
far outweigh any upfront costs.
Ultimately, woodlands and forests
aren’t just about trees, they are also
about people. Many rural communities
are already concerned about threats
to livelihoods and culture due to rapid
land-use change.
That means we cannot consider natural
regeneration in isolation from broader
social, cultural and economic issues.
It must be part of a wider discussion
about integrated landscapes, resilient
communities and flourishing ecosystems. o
Rebecca Wrigley is chief executive
of Rewilding Britain
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BLUE
CARBON
the secret lives of wetlands
All the evidence suggests that wetlands will be critical to fighting our climate
emergency. So why are they still so undervalued, asks Kate Newman

ALL IMAGES: WWT

A

s the early morning sun warms
the exposed dips and whirls of
the mudflats at low tide, a group
of avocets pick their way across
the saltmarsh, long beaks
searching the ground. This gentle scene
at Steart Marshes in Somerset might
persuade you it’s business as usual but
our unique coastal landscapes are under
huge pressure.
More frequent storm surges, flash
floods and rising seas wreak devastation
on people and their homes. Steart
Marshes’ staff are all too aware that
climate change is here, now.
“Working on the wetlands, we see the
effects of climate change such as unusual
birds being blown off course or species
arriving or leaving at different times
because our seasons are not as definitive
as they used to be,” says assistant
warden Alice Beaney.
Steart Marshes is the Wildfowl and
Wetland Trust’s (WWT) first working

wetland, demonstrating how productive
and useful these sites are. Research here is
providing evidence to show the critical role
for wetlands in the climate change fight.
Wetlands are powerful ecosystems
that sustain our planet. Saltmarshes are
coastal wetlands, flooded and drained
by sea tides, populated by plants and
animals that have adapted to living there.
“Saltmarshes, in particular, can be
very efficient at locking away carbon,”
explains WWT director of conservation
James Robinson. “When saltmarsh
plants die, rather than decomposing
and releasing their carbon into the
atmosphere, they become buried in the
mud. As sea levels rise more sediment
layers get buried and more carbon gets
locked beneath the mud.”
This is known as blue carbon, the high
density of carbon that accumulates in
oceans and coastal ecosystems thanks
to their high productivity and sediment
trapping ability. Coastal wetlands

sequester more carbon than the Earth’s
forests combined.
Plants absorb carbon from the
atmosphere through photosynthesis,
and this carbon remains in the plant for
as long as it lives. Being long-lived, trees
keep the carbon out of the atmosphere
for decades. But when they die and
decompose, they release their carbon.
Wetlands bury the carbon from
decomposing plants before it is released
back into the atmosphere. In coastal
wetlands, new sediment carried in on the
tides buries the carbon. This keeps the soil
wet and inhibits microbial action, slowing
decomposition. When more carbon is
sequestered than released, it accumulates.
Seagrass offers benefits, too. This
flowering marine plant accounts for just
10 per cent of the ocean’s capacity to
store carbon each year yet occupies only
0.2 per cent of the sea floor, capturing
carbon from the atmosphere up to 35
times faster than tropical rainforests.
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Wetlands will be essential to combat climate change

CLIMATE CHANGE
Politicians have pledged to plant 30,000
ha of woodland across England in 20202025 within the England Tree Strategy. But
wetlands offer another valuable natural
tool in our fight against climate change.
Manchester Metropolitan University
researchers Hannah Mossman and Rachel
Dunk are studying the mud locked below
Steart Marshes to determine how much
carbon is buried there. “We estimate 30,000
tonnes of carbon has been buried on this
site since its restoration,” Dunk says.
“This is probably an underestimate
because the site has become more
vegetated and this is likely to increase the
amount of carbon. The sediment that is
accreting on the site is more carbon rich
than the previous agricultural soil, which
can become really carbon depleted.”
The research also shows how
efficiently saltmarsh stores large amounts
of carbon in a small space. “This carbon
burial rate is about four times faster
than the carbon captured by sitka spruce
trees,” Mossman says.
It would take a much larger area of
spruce to store as much carbon as Steart
Marshes, she explains. “Blue carbon has
historically been overlooked, primarily
because the habitat is not big and
creating more has not benefited industry
in the same way that trees do.”

A growing body of evidence proves
how efficiently wetlands absorb carbon.
In 2017, Tokyo University researchers
looked at the carbon-sequestration
potential of the Sundarbans mangrove
forests in the Bay of Bengal.
Comparing carbon-uptake rates to
carbon-emission rates from a coalbased power plant in Kolaghat, India,
they concluded that the Sundarbans
sequestered 98 per cent of the carbon
emitted in one year.

The Sundarbans is shrinking as
people cut trees and rising seas
bring saline waters into the forest,
forcing man and tiger into a
dangerous cohabitation
Although offsetting carbon doesn’t
treat the root cause of climate change,
which requires a shift in our fundamental
ideology, it’s a step in the right direction.
Covering around 10,000 sq km,
the Sundarbans is home to around 4
million people. Now almost half its size
of the late 1800s, it remains the largest
continuous mangrove forest in the world.
The land is shrinking as people cut trees
and rising seas bring saline waters into
the forest, forcing man and tiger into a

dangerous cohabitation. In the last 70
years numbers of sundari trees, the area’s
dominant species, have decreased by 76
per cent. Their roots are vital to hold soil
together and the tough, stout branches
protect the area from cyclones.
The people of the Sundarban wetlands
are on the front line of climate change.
Already, more than a million coastal
residents have been forced to leave.
Since Roman times, UK wetland
habitats have shrunk by 90 per cent.
Loss accelerated from the Industrial
Revolution; 100,000 ha was drained
annually in 1840-1880.
Many remaining wetlands are
fragmented and degraded. But we
mismanage them at our peril. Damaged
wetlands can turn from a natural carbon
sink into a source of CO2 emissions,
adding to global warming.
Scottish Highlands peat bogs have
been drained, burned, built on and dug
up. They occupy about 12 per cent of
the UK’s land area and store 5.5 billion
tonnes of carbon, more than half the
country’s current carbon storage. Deep
peat stores at least 3 billion tonnes of
carbon, 20 times as much as the UK’s
entire forest biomass.
“Wetlands store huge amounts of
carbon, which is a key factor in reducing
climate change,” says WWT head of
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conservation science Geoff Hilton. “Among
the most efficient places at doing this are
peat bogs, and Britain is one of the peatiest
places on earth, because of its rain.”
Experts believe restoring and
protecting peat bogs is a critical
environmental solution. A single peat
bog can be more than 1,000 years old.
Layers upon layers of dead plants
hold the history of the landscape,
their decomposing leaves turning into
spongy black soil.

Saltmarsh stores large amounts of
carbon in a small space: “This
carbon burial rate is about four
times faster than the carbon
captured by sitka spruce trees”

Glasswort thrives in saline conditions

we want to reach the goals set out in
the Paris Agreement and in the United
Nations’ sustainable development goals.”

BLUE RECOVERY
These sulphurous-smelling wetlands
house abundant wildlife, many exclusively
bog dwellers; carnivorous plants and up to
380 species of sphagnum moss.
“Peat bogs suck carbon out of the air
and lock it into the ground,” Hilton says.
“The mosses growing in them don’t rot
and release carbon like other plants when
they die but instead compress and retain
the carbon, in enormous quantities.”
The Scottish government aims to
reach zero emissions by 2045. Its Climate
Change Plan aimed to restore 50,000 ha
of degraded peatland by 2020, increasing
to 250,000 ha by 2030. The Scottish
government now plans an extra £11 million
in funding, supplementing the initial £3
million awarded to restoration work.
The Office for National Statistics
estimates that fully restoring the UK’s
lost peatlands could cost £8 billion-£22
billion over the next 100 years – but
would deliver savings of £109 billion in
reduced carbon emissions.
UN Environment Programme (UNEP)
peatlands expert Dianna Kopansky says
nature is our best ally in the fight against
climate change. “It is quick to react and
provide results, but it also takes time to
heal, so the time for action and investment
in peatlands as an incredible nature-based
solution is well overdue,” she says.
“Peatland rewetting, restoration,
protection and management is not only
the duty of governments but should
be the goal of every single one of us if

Emerging from the global trauma of
Covid 19, we must ponder the parallels
between the pandemic and mistreatment
of our environment. Good management of
existing wetlands and restoring depleted
ones is essential to protect stored carbon
and reduce greenhouse-gas emissions.
WWF International director general
Marco Lambertini, UN Convention on
Biological Diversity executive secretary
Elizabeth Maruma Mrema and World
Health Organisation environment,
climate change and health director
Maria Neira have called for a healthy,
green recovery that values nature as the
foundation for a healthy society and a
well-resourced economy.
The UK government has pledged to
cut its greenhouse-gas emissions to net
zero by 2050. However, the UK is not on
track to meet its fourth and fifth carbon
budgets, which set targets for 2023-2032.
The UK government has promised to
discuss nature-based solutions to meet
carbon targets at this year’s UN climatechange conference and to invest £640
million in a new Nature for Climate fund.
In addition to the England Tree

“Wetlands store huge amounts of
carbon… Among the most efficient
places at doing this are peat bogs,
and Britain is one of the peatiest
places on earth, because of its rain”

Strategy, there is significant potential for
the UK to create and restore more coastal
wetlands. The Natural Capital Committee
says creating 22,000 ha of saltmarsh in
England – a 54 per cent increase – would
be a natural-capital investment.
Just 3,000 ha of coastal restoration
has taken place since 1991, and not all
involved saltmarsh, leaving us plenty
of scope. The committee says saltmarsh
restoration is particularly cost effective,
and offers other benefits including
coastal defence, fisheries production,
recreational opportunities and
biodiversity recovery.
Land vulnerable to sea-level rise may also
become uneconomic to protect in the future.
WWT has a strong track record
restoring wetlands, creating new ones and
managing them, and empowering others
to do the same, in the UK and overseas.
WWT’s Blue Recovery strategy calls
for restoration or creation of 100,000
ha of wetlands to “address the climate,
nature and wellbeing crises [and
provide] co-benefits including soaking
up carbon, reducing flood risk, and
supporting wellbeing”.
With targeted conservation wetlands
can show improvements within years,
unlike other ecosystems like rainforest
that can take hundreds of years to
recover. Achieving this will require
joined-up thinking and partnerships
with government, businesses and
communities but governments pass over
this opportunity at their peril. o
Kate Newman writes for WWT.
Graphics by Jacqui Coakham. Find out
more at: https://www.wwt.org.uk/
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A TALE OF TWO
WETLANDS
Andrew Howe and Kim Goldsmith are artists working
with wetlands on opposite sides of our planet to explore
interdependence between people, land and ecosystems
to build sustainability

From: Kim Goldsmith,
New South Wales
To: Andrew Howe, Shropshire
Hi Andrew, I’m excited to see how our
Mosses and Marshes project develops,
given the physical differences between
our two wetlands.
The Macquarie Marshes are dynamic,
big, complex and very beautiful – an
ancient landscape shaped over millions
of years of movement and erosion.
Covering more than 200,000 ha of the
lower Macquarie River catchment, a
regulated river system, it’s one of 17
large, complex floodplain wetlands in
Murray Darling Basin.
This is big sky country, flat floodplains
of red, sandy clay loams through to grey
cracking clay soils typified by saltbush
and scattered stands of pendulous myalls
and leopard-wood trees.
Closer to the water the trees become
bigger, with coolabah/black box
woodlands on country that occasionally
floods. River red gums are the ephemeral
wetlands’ iconic trees, seasonally
watered from shallow groundwater
reserves. There are also reed beds and
open water couch meadows.
The Marshes support incredible
diversity; 156 species of woodland birds,
fish, turtles, frogs, snakes and mammals,
and 77 waterbird species.
The NSW government-managed
nature reserve was created in 1971. It
achieved Ramsar listing for 1986-2012,
recognising its biological diversity,

important colonial
waterbird breeding
and threatened
species.
The reserve
covers barely 10
percent of the Marshes
and is mostly closed
to the public. The rest is
privately owned grazing land.
Post-colonial settlement
sped up change in the
Marshes, introducing
sheep and cattle in the 1830s. Today,
global heating is accelerating change.
Threats include water volume, flow and
sediment, soil structure and disturbance,
channel erosion, vegetation health and
ground cover, pest and fire management.
From: Andrew
To: Kim
Hi Kim, yes, it’s fascinating to connect
and compare our very different sites on
opposite sides of the world.
The Marches Mosses include Fenn’s,
Whixall and Bettisfield National Nature
Reserves, Wem Moss and Cadney Moss
straddling the Welsh-English border in
North Shropshire. Together, these form the
UK’s third-largest lowland raised peatbog,
covering 966 ha. It’s one of our planet’s
rarest habitats; more than 96 per cent of
lowland peatbogs have been destroyed.
The peatbogs are younger than much
of Shropshire’s geology, formed about
10,000 years ago, as glaciers retreated

after the last Ice Age. Rainfall is
the only water source. Peat formed
from decomposing plants, particularly
Sphagnum moss, creating layers up to
8m thick.
When people started to extract peat
and dig canals early in the 19th century,
the new drainage ditches collapsed
the raised dome. Peat was extracted at
commercial scale from 1851, speeding up
with mechanisation until 1990 when the
Nature Conservancy Council bought the
leases and halted peat cutting.
The Mosses supports a high biodiversity
of plants, animals and invertebrates that
have adapted to acidic, low-nutrient
conditions. It’s an important site with
more than 27 recorded butterfly species,
more than 500 kinds of moths and 26
species of dragonflies and damselflies.
Nesting birds include curlews and
nightjars. Mammals in the wetter areas
include water shrews and water voles.
On the peat’s drier edges, known as lagg,
you’ll find brown hares, rabbits, foxes,
mink, polecats and badgers.
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Murmuration over Whixall Moss

Kim, why does it matter to preserve
these wetlands, beyond our governments
designating them nature reserves?
From: Kim
To: Andrew
Great question. I’m guessing that like
the Marshes, the Mosses have several
stakeholders invested in its future. We must
also consider the interests of towns, irrigated
agriculture and industry up stream.
Ramsar is just one driver casting a
spotlight on wetlands. Managing water
to the area is a tricky business; it’s
taken years of research, negotiation
and management to achieve flows for
waterbird and fish breeding and to
maintain water-dependent vegetation.
Water from the Marshes also needs
to reach Barwon River, further north.
Drought dried up these rivers, leaving
some local communities without water.
Surrounding Marsh landholders
benefit greatly from efforts to preserve the
wetlands and river flow. There’s a local
saying; fat ducks mean fat cattle.
The Marshes lie on Ngemba-Wayilwan
lands. Groups are working to reclaim
traditional practices, culture and
knowledge, lost since European settlement.
Art helps to bring these landscapes to the
public, exploring their scientific importance
and the cultural and aesthetic values that
are almost more important if we want
people to really care about their future.
From: Andrew
To: Kim
The Mosses support climate-change

Macquarie Marshes at dusk

resilience and ecological biodiversity.
The peat bog is a huge carbon store and
sphagnum moss absorbs greenhouse
gases from the atmosphere. And the
wetland is also vital to protect against
flooding and improve water quality.
But the less tangible values become
evident only when you spend time
in these landscapes. The Mosses
were integral to community life for
generations of working people. I recorded
conversations with some of the last
peat cutters, whose stories reveal deep
understanding and connection with the
land and its ecosystems.
The Mosses have a rare feeling
of remoteness and space; a quiet,
understated character. Art can
communicate our psychological and
emotional responses to the vastness and
rich variety of these landscapes.
Do you think Mosses and Marshes can
address challenges facing our wetlands?
From: Kim
To: Andrew
Working with digital media in the heat and
cold, with the flies, mosquitoes, snakes and
water is an added challenge, for sure.
In October 2019 a lightning strike
started a fire in the Marshes that burnt
out about 3,000 ha of the reserve and
neighbouring property. We’d already
had about three years of drought. Fire
and drought and flooding rains are
hallmarks of the Australian landscape,
but what concerns people is their scale,
intensity and frequency.
My role in this project has been to

document the Marshes’ recovery from
drought and fire. Obviously, recovery
takes much longer, but I aim to present
a new perspective to people, even those
very familiar with this landscape.
Maybe highlighting aesthetic and
emotional values we attach to these
landscapes – so often overridden by the
economic or environmental arguments
– can work towards consensus beyond
the water politics.
The stories I’ve recorded illustrate
people’s emotional attachment and
desire to preserve the Marshes for future
generations. People have been part of the
ecology for tens of thousands of years;
we’re a critical part of its future.
From: Andrew
To: Kim
I’ve had my share of mosquito bites too
but thankfully no harm from the adders
that live in the Moss.
Natural England is leading the
BogLIFE project to restore the wetland
in partnership with Natural Resources
Wales and Shropshire Wildlife Trust. It’s
a multi-million pound project, funded
by the European Union and a National
Lottery Heritage grant.
Work is underway removing forestry,
retaining more water at the Mosses’
centre, recreating bog on marginal fields,
controlling air and water pollution and
cleaning a former scrapyard.
My practice will highlight the wetlands’
significance, reflecting back different
perspectives on issues facing the Mosses,
and reimagining future relationships
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From: Kim
To: Andrew
What I love about this project is
pooling experience, knowledge and
natural resource-management and the
environmental networks to inform the work.
It takes so much planning and desktop
research before even getting on site.
You must explore all angles to
understand what you’re observing in
the field. I’ve tapped everyone from
government department ecologists to
vegetation specialists, water managers,
private consultants, landowners and
managers and cultural groups.
I’ve been fortunate to access an
area surrounded on three sides by the
Northern Nature Reserve that was owned
and restored by the Macquarie Marshes
Environmental Trust. Macquarie Wetlands
Association arranged my time on site,
bringing me into contact with farmers, soil
scientists, bird watchers and bushwalkers.
We’ve talked about what an art project
can offer that hasn’t been said, done or

ANDREW HOWE

that connect it with local community,
wildlife enthusiasts, ecologists and other
scientists.
I am working with seven artists and
arts organisations, setting up an art walk,
engaging with community groups and
curating work for exhibition. The longterm aim is to establish a platform for
future artist residencies.
Who is helping to inform your work
on site?

Bog plants thrive at Whixall Moss

Reeds grow back after a fire at Mac Marshes

seen before. Digital media is relatively
accessible and allows us to delve deeper,
to create talking points about our own
experiences in nature, and so to find that
common ground.
I imagine that with your engineering
background and work in environmental
consulting, you see these landscapes
from a different perspective again?
From: Andrew
To: Kim
My professional experience certainly
sparked an interest in the scrapyard
restoration at Whixall Moss – learning
about the impact on this sensitive
environment of dumping thousands
of cars and mountains of tyres, and
documenting nature’s resurgence.
My artist practice centres on walking
and mapping, understanding layers
of history and human interaction with
places. Discoveries of bog bodies from the
Bronze Age prove that humans have lived
on the Moss for thousands of years. We
must not brush away the legacy of human
impact, rather acknowledge and reassess
how to continue to live sustainably
within the wetland landscape.
Obviously, we must protect rare
wetlands, but separating off nature
reserves can change the way people
perceive nature in their everyday world,
perhaps devaluing it. Artists can rebuild
connections with nature on many levels.
My artistic response includes digital
media, printmaking and painting

using materials, dyes and pigments
gathered directly from the landscape.
What’s next for you?
From: Kim
To: Andrew
It looks like we’re both going to be busy
in the studio bringing observations and
recordings together into artworks for
public exhibitions.
I have many gigabytes of data now,
but as we’ve agreed, it’s really about how
we use creativity to start conversations
that transform how we think collectively
about these wetlands.
I look forward to seeing how this comes
together. There’s nothing quite like working
with someone on something so complex
and being thousands of miles apart.
From: Andrew
To: Kim
We still have so much yet to do, but
I’m excited about unearthing issues
of universal significance for wetlands
that highlight our shared challenges on
opposite sides of the planet. o

MOSSES AND MARSHES
– FIND OUT MORE
www.eco-pulse.art
www.ofthemosses.com
https://themeresandmosses.co.uk/
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Augmented reality, virtual reality and GIS
Urban drainage design and engineering
Sustainable Drainage System (SuDS)
Community resilience and adaptation
Risk communication and visualisation
Hydrological and hydraulic principles
Flood modelling and risk analysis
Natural Flood Management (NFM)
Flood policy and guidelines
UAV/drone mapping

Study full- or part-time, including from the workplace • Local and international field courses
Use the latest flood mapping technologies • Work with leading flood practitioners
www.chester.ac.uk/pg/floodrisk

Contact s.miller@chester.ac.uk or k.welsh@chester.ac.uk
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THE SCULPTURE
THAT’S ALSO A DAM

Artists can – and should – be part of environmental
management, writes Lewis Coenen-Rowe

N

ext to a major highway in Salt
Lake City stands a giant
sculpture of a sego lily, Utah’s
state flower. Filled with flower
beds, it is large enough for
people to wander around inside. It may
be the only sculpture in the US officially
designated a state dam.
The sculpture’s delicate-looking petals
have been reinforced to withstand and
redirect the floodwater that afflicts the
area under the adjacent highway, passing
through Echo Canyon into the river. The
aesthetics are defined by its function and

the function is rendered aesthetic, the
one reinforcing the other. A public art
installation, The Draw at Sugar House
is artist Patricia Johanson’s response
to a call for proposals to develop a safe
crossing under the highway.
Johanson worked with local
community groups, government
stakeholders, and professional
engineers to produce something greater
than the original brief: a sculpture that
is also a diversion dam, a community
gathering space, a wildlife refuge for
birds and bats and a visual document

PATRICIA JOHANSON

At the Draw at Sugar House in Utah, artist Patricia Johanson
worked with the community to design an underpass that
developed to include public sculptures that function as a
diversion dam, community gathering space, wildlife refuge,
and visual document of local human and natural history

of local human and natural history.
The mutually reinforcing aesthetics
and functions of the sculpture-dam
demonstrate the value of collaborations
between artists and environmental
managers. More of us now recognise
how intimately social and cultural
factors are bound up with environmental
work – and that addressing issues such
as climate change demands cultural, as
well as structural and technical, change.
Artists can help environmental
managers to tackle intractable issues;
to win over or open a dialogue with
communities, finding accessible and
engaging ways to express the value of
work being undertaken or delivering
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Cuningar Loop artists in residence Rob Mulholland and James Winnett worked with the community in Rutherglen, southeast of
Glasgow, to ensure that plans to turn neglected land into a woodland park reflected local needs and integrated local history

KATE FOSTER

For Peat Cultures, artist Kate Foster worked with a peat-restoration project in Dumfries and Galloway to help residents to
understand the importance of peat bogs, holding workshops and creative events – many out in the bogs – to show local people
how to protect these fragile ecosystems

SANS FAÇON/PAUL FESKO

Lewis Coenen-Rowe is culture/SHIFT
officer at Creative Carbon Scotland
Find out more: https://rb.gy/ai1pvs

CITY AS LIVING LABORATORY

new and creative approaches to
challenges. This is leading environmental
practitioners to collaborate with artists
to unlock new possibilities. And for
the artists, it opens an opportunity
to develop their own thinking and to
approach new audiences.
Much of the most powerful work is
based on deep collaboration, involving
artists in developing the strategies and
processes. This is a departure from
traditional approaches, bringing in
an artist only at the end to produce a
creative work to respond to the project.
Some of the most exciting projects
do not produce works of art at all;
they focus on thought, process, and
communication.
But although these experiences
enable new and unexpected outcomes
for all parties, there can be barriers to
making these kinds of collaborations
effective. It can take time to combine the
contrasting skills and values of artists
and environmental practitioners to
develop mutual understanding and work
together effectively, especially when you
can’t predict the outcomes.
It can be difficult to know what is
possible or who you might work with;
connections are not well-established
between the fields, which discourages
people from stepping into the unknown.
Creative Carbon Scotland’s Library of
Creative Sustainability seeks to address
these barriers. It brings together case
studies of projects that have used deep
collaboration with artists to work towards
sustainability. The case studies set out
what was achieved but also look at
the practical details; the collaboration
process, timescales, and funding.
These images show projects that the
Library has curated. The case studies
aim to inspire more collaborations of
this kind. Your collaborators are out
there – we have the knowledge and
understand how to apply it.
These case studies aim to inspire and
support similar future projects. Just as
Utah’s sculpture-dam manages water, the
Library can help to direct pent-up ideas
and energy, unlocking innovative new
ideas and partnerships. o

WATERSHED+ has embedded artists in Calgary City’s Utilities and Environmental Protection Department. The programme uses
artistic interventions, workshops and public sculptures to engage citizens to use and value water
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Abraham Hannibal was adopted by a
Russian Tsar and sent to France to learn about
engineering. When he returned he was the lead
engineer (later becoming a master engineer) on
projects in Siberia. He was the great grandfather of
the celebrated Russian poet, Alexander Pushkin.

Elijah McCoy is famous for having
57 patents to his name. Most
of his inventions related to the
lubrication of steam engines and
he is credited with inventing many
household items e.g. the ironing
table and the lawn sprinkler.
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President and CEO
Wanda M Austin led the US
national security programs
for a number of years. She was
both president and CEO of The
Aerospace Corporation (the first
African American and woman to
hold such a prestigious position).
She has left her imprint on national
security within space travel and the
aerospace industry in general.
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Walt was a member of the team that expanded
the use of CAD at Boeing and was the developer
of a date exchange protocol that became a
National Standard and impacted CAD/CAM use
the world over. Braithwaite led the development
of the first CAD/CAM Integrated Network at
Boeing. Jamaican born, he oversaw Information
Technology applied to all airplane programs in
the Commercial Airplane Group. The 777 was
the first commercial airplane to be entirely
designed using CAD.
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Lonnie Johnson is an Africa
American inventor, aerospa
engineer, and entrepreneur.
work history includes a U.S.
Force term of service and a
year stint at NASA, including
Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

Design pioneer genius

The giant stones cities
of Zimbabwe illustrate
sophisticated engineering that
existed at this place at this time.
It is not known who or why they
were built but these ruins show that
Africans had attained a good level of
engineering knowledge.

Ancient Egyptian engineer, Imhotep,
created the step pyramid in places
like Saqqara. His work was studied
across the ancient world. He is
credited with building the first
pyramid, the principles of which
are still not entirely understood
today. One of Ancient Egypts most
outstanding engineers, he introduced
a way to build pyramids out of stone
instead of bricks.

Lewis Latimer took Thomas
Edison’s original inventions of
the telephone and light bulb
and improved them by the
use of filaments. He not only
patented his invention but
he is one of the reasons
that electric light was able
to become popular for use
at home and elsewhere.
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One of the fathers of engineering

Light of inspiration
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Able to carry a dead
weight of 2,500
tons, estimated to be
95 metres in length,
the Obelisk barges of
Queen Hatshepsut were
said to dwarf many ships
at that time.

The Moors ruled Spain and
Portugal for 7 centuries. They
introduced their architecture
and mathematics to Western
Europe and it is known that
some Britons attended their
university during this time.
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The pyramids attest to the
engineering genius of Ancient
Egyptian civilisation, an African
civilisation. The largest Egyptian pyramids
are large enough to contain Westminster
Abbey, St Pauls Cathedral, the cathedrals
in Florence, Milan and St Peters in Rome.
The Ancient Egyptians built at least 97
pyramids that are clear engineering marvels.
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SEEING IS BELIEVING

CELEBRATING
BLACK ENGINEERS

Signal engineer genius
William Hunter Dammond has achieved a
number of firsts: he invented an electrical
signalling system for railways engineers that
has probably saved 1000s of lives because it
alerts drivers to the presence of other trains.
He was the first African American graduate
of Western University of Pennsylvania (now
Pittsburgh university). He received the patent
for his signal invention.

Inventor of the prototy
the gas mark

An outstanding genius M
invented many of the thi
we see around us today.
example, the 3 position
signal and his smoke ho
invention is said to have
saved many lives.

References and Acknowledgements: Author and creative director: Gaverne Bennett. Designer: Urvashi Pantankar
Books and internet references Black Scientists and Inventors in the UK Williams and Amalemba. Blacks in Science Ancient and Modern; edited by Ivan Van Sertima. The Search for Africa; Basil Davidson: Africa Counts; Claudia Zaslavsky. The African origins of civilisation; Diop. The Economist.
The Olmecs America’s First Civilisation Richard Diehl. Between Two Worlds: The story of black British scientist Alan Goffe. The Oxford Companion to Black British History; edited by. David Dabydeen, John. Gilmore and Cecily Jones
www.bbc.co.uk/caribbean/news/story/2008/07/080723_goffeongoffe. www.history.mcs.st-and.ac.uk/Biographies/Hypatia. https://www.clusterinc.com/articles/7-unsung-black-engineers-you-should-know. https://www.linkengineering.org/Explore/LE_Blog/52515.aspx.
Black Scientists and Inventors Book 1 Ava Henry and Michael Williams. Black Scientists and Inventors Book 2 Michael Williams and Ava Henry. Black Scientists and Inventors Book 3 Michael Williams. Black Women Scientists and Inventors Volume 1 Michael Williams and Djehuti-Ankh-Kheru

Uncovering the hidden histories of Black
engineers has been a 12-year labour of love for
Gaverne Bennett. Should the
water and environmentalmanagement industries dig
deeper into their own
diverse legacies?

T

he timeline you see here,
Celebrating Black Engineers, was
put together last year for the
Institution of Engineering and
Technology (IET).
I had this idea in 2008. Back then,
research meant spending weeks at the
British Library, collating the information.
I created a five-foot pyramid, featuring
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For further information on YOUR GREAT FUTURE contact:
www.theiet.org

Ursula Burns is a member of the board
directors for Uber who made her name
at Xerox. Brought in to save a project
that had gone wrong Ursula Burns
not only turns the project around but
develops a multi functional copier
that goes on to be Xeroxs bestseller.
In 2007 she assumed the role of
president of Xerox.
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FOLAYAN

An outstanding genius Morgan
nvented many of the things
we see around us today. For
example, the 3 position traffic
signal and his smoke hood
invention is said to have
saved many lives.

The founders
Dr Ollie and Dr Nike Folayan founded The
Association for Black and Ethnic minority
engineers in the UK in 2007. Both from
engineering backgrounds the organisation was
founded with the aim of raising the profile of
black engineers and encouraging young people to
choose engineering. Still going strong it organises
seminars, talks, and helps organisations reaching
out to disadvantaged groups.

Medical engineer innovator
Dr Hill works in the area of
neuroscience and works to improve
digital/creative approaches to
healthcare challenges. In describing
herself she says: “I design, deploy
and scale new software to support
research, development, impact,
and engagement. I also turn my
intellectual property into businesses
as an engineering entrepreneur.” She is
interested in how AI and virtual reality
might widen access to research.

a timeline on each side, for an event
looking at Black scientists and engineers.
I wanted to resurrect a whole layer of
engineers who have been ignored, who
can inspire a new generation. These
stories matter; they’re a beautiful resource
to fuel the next generation’s dreams.
To create the new Black Engineers
timeline, I’d thankfully kept my original
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After realising that you
had the potential to do anything you
have read here you decide to find out what
it takes to become an engineer. After contacting
the Institution of Engineering and Technology and/or
finding out for yourself how to become an engineer YOU
succeed. YOU are instrumental in developing the equipment
that delivers the Covid 19 vaccine when it is found. YOU then go
on to develop the engineering theories and equipment that solves
the climate change challenge in 10 years. Your friends and family are
proud of YOU and YOU inspire a whole new generation of engineers
who create the technology for humans to travel beyond Mars…
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Patricia Bath pioneered the use of
laser cataract surgery which is used
by millions today. A ophthalmologist
by profession her list of achievements
is long: first woman to lead a post
graduate program in ophthalmology;
first female member of the Jules Stein
institute; the first African-American
to be New York universities resident
ophthalmology.

Saver of lives
Otis Boykins inventions
have saved millions of
lives and increased the
speed at which our every
computing appliances
work. He is an inventor who
amongst other things has
improved the electrical resistors
used in pacemakers and in
computers. A true role model.

Ch

19

The first African- American
mechanical and electrical
engineer after the civil war
Granville Woods was to show
how once given the opportunity,
talent can flourish. He was an
autodidact who did not attend
college or university but was able
to create as many as 60 patents in
the areas of trains and streetcars.

Eye innovator

nnie Johnson is an Africanmerican inventor, aerospace
gineer, and entrepreneur. His
rk history includes a U.S. Air
ce term of service and a twelver stint at NASA, including the
Propulsion Laboratory.

Frederick Jones inventions
made it possible to refrigerate
perishable goods in long haul
transportation that has helped
to so revolutionise our world.
A winner of the National
Medal of Technology he
has been inducted into the
National Inventors Hall of
fame.

Engineer pioneer
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Engineering winner
Yewande Akinola won the
IET young woman Engineer
of the Year award in 2012.
She has studied at Warwick
and Cranfield university
with her area of expertise
being creating new ways to
guarantee water supplies.
She also won the Public
Health Engineers young
engineer of the year award.
She works on the design and
construction of innovative
buildings and structures for
the built environment.

notes, phone numbers, and articles.
And today, the internet makes things
far easier to double-check. Jo Foster at
IET suggested some new personalities to
feature. Urvashi Patankar came up with a
stunning new design.
I wanted to do three things with this
Celebrating Black Engineers timeline; first to
show that Black engineers have existed for

centuries – even millennia – and showcase
their incredible stories. Second, to highlight
the work of living contemporaries.
My research uncovered a treasure trove
of stories of people who’ve brushed aside
obstacles to construct marvels. These
include Garret Morgan, who invented the
prototype for traffic lights, and Granville
Woods, a pioneer in transport engineering.
Today, we have sister and brother
Nike and Ollie Folayan, founders of the
Association for Black and Minority Ethnic
Engineers, and Yewande Akinola, winner
of the IET Young women’s engineers award.
But the third aim was to look to the
future; it’s why the section marked
YOU feels most important to me. I want
all young people to feel inspired by
everything they read here, to see their
own potential in these stories.
This resource is a celebration of the
past, and of the future.
There is surely a similarly remarkable
timeline for the water and environmentalmanagement sectors to draw on, starting
from ancient Egyptian floodplain farming
and Babylonian, Sumerian and Roman
water-management systems.
Lessons from the once-fertile crescent
– the modern Middle East – could help us
to avoid past environmental mistakes and
to adapt to harsher climates.
The great engineers featured on this
timeline show that human ingenuity is
everywhere. If you recognise this, I have
achieved one of my project’s key objectives.
I want young people to feel, as I do,
that they can be a golden generation
– the generation that turns the climate
emergency around. Achieving this would
be a bigger feat than the moon landing
because of its implications – to have
saved future generations.
The generation that achieves this will
demonstrate that when we synchronise
the human mind, will and hands – as
engineering does – we can save the Earth,
the most beautiful of planets. o
Gaverne Bennett created the IET timeline
series Celebrating Black Engineers,
Celebrating Women in STEM and
Celebrating Women in Engineering. The
Guardian published his Black History
timeline in 2008 and in 2020. He’s a social
worker, a teacher, a husband and a dad
Download your free copy of Gaverne’s
poster for IET at: https://bit.ly/3ouZdH5
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NATIONAL TRUST AND FARMERS
TRIAL NATURAL FLOOD
MANAGEMENT PAYMENTS
LEEDS UNIVERSITY

outcomes (PfO). This approach would pay
farmers for the outcomes they deliver,
rather than for the number or types of
measures they implement.
At first, the project focused on benefits
for pollinators and soil health. Now, it
has been extended to include NFM with
support from the Yorkshire Integrated
Catchment Solutions Programme
(iCASP). Here is what we’ve learned from
the NFM tests and trials and the policy
implications for PfO schemes.

HILL FARMS

Farmers attend a workshop at Nethergill Farm

The National Trust has been working with Yorkshire Dales
farmers to trial payments for outcomes supporting natural
flood management (NFM). Janet Richardson reports

N

atural Flood Management (NFM)
has increased in popularity in
recent years amid growing
support for integrated catchment
management and discrete
funding being made available.
NFM incorporates activities that
are sustainable in terms of climate
change and managing water, from
land stewardship, to offline storage
and in-channel interventions. These
interventions aim to reduce flood risk,
while creating additional benefits;
reducing soil runoff, supporting new and
existing habitats to boost biodiversity

and increasing carbon storage.
Now there is interest in including
NFM interventions within new landmanagement schemes such as Defra’s
Environmental Land Management
Scheme (ELMS), which replaces the
Common Agricultural Policy post-Brexit.
NFM aligns with growing interest in
paying land managers for public goods,
to include reducing flood risk.
The National Trust (NT) is working
with Yorkshire Dales National Park
Authority to run one of Defra’s tests and
trials for ELMS development. The project
explores the feasibility of payment for

The project focused on slowing flow
and reducing transport of fine-grained
sediment and soil downstream, helping
the farmers to explore new ways to
manage the water environment via
NFM, showing the practicalities of
implementing NFM and how to monitor
the benefits to access payment within the
new scheme(s).
The project involved five farms on NT
land across the Yorkshire Dales. The
farms are in upland areas, at elevations
of 35m-740m, with high average rainfall
at 1,500mm/yr. These uplands suffer from
large-scale flooding, most recently in
2019. The rivers flow down towards major
urban areas including York and Leeds.
Farmer engagement was central to the
project. Workshops and walkover surveys
helped to build relationships and offered
insight into NFM and PfO from the landmanager’s perspective.
To understand the potential of NFM
on the farms, the project mapped the
areas that could benefit from NFM using
the open-source mapping tool SCIMAP,
which identified areas of high risk for
overland flow and/or soil erosion.
Mapping outputs were reviewed on
farm and during follow-up workshops,
to integrate farmers’ local knowledge
and support early. Opportunity mapping
provided a good starting point to discuss
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JANET RICHARDSON

N AT U R E - B AS E D S O L U T I O N S

NFM interventions. But before becoming
part of such a scheme the farmers
requested more detail about how the
interventions would function; for example
how long water could stand for and what
maintenance this would require.
NFM interventions that farmer
perceived would lead to “loss” of
productive land – such as tree planting
and offline storage – were less appealing
to farmers than interventions that
complemented existing farm business
such as soil aeration. Farmers want any
NFM to work with their business. One
example is that the farmers said they
would prefer storage ponds to have
sluices that they could control, to avoid
floods during lambing.
Having that ability might enable farmers
to move water off their land when storing it
would reduce the flood peak downstream.
Controllable offline storage presents the
risk that flood peaks would synchronise
with those from other tributaries.
Including such controls demands clear
guidance, underpinned by reporting.

INSIGHT
This insight reveals why catchmentwide awareness of NFM is crucial,
including technical advice to farmers on
installation, operation and functioning of
interventions and clarity about liability.
The trials also assessed monitoring
requirements to measure NFM
outcomes to justify payments.
Monitoring can be undertaken by
the farmer or by third parties; farm
advisors, consultancies, or universities.
Monitoring is complex as NFM
measures are very context dependant:
their impact on flood risk varies,
according to the nature of rainfall
and moisture levels within soils. An
appropriate payment system should
factor in extreme events to the baseline
data – something not always feasible,

Yorkshire's farmers want to be rewarded for protecting
nature and holding water upstream

given the projects’ timescales. If farmers
collect monitoring data, time needs to
be costed for training to ensure that the
farmer is confident in supplying data of
appropriate standard to release payment.
Further clarity is required on the
quality of data needed to release
payment; would a photograph of water
being retained behind a leak woody dam
at a time of peak flow be sufficient to
release payment?
A photograph is an easy way for the
farmer to monitor the intervention –
but it will only show a snapshot of the
performance of the intervention. A stage
board with a time-lapse camera to show
more detail would add cost and make
it necessary to have more expensive
equipment. Processing and analysis of
data outputs would also be required.
Overall, the farmers in the trial were
receptive to NFM, especially to measures
that complemented existing farm
business. One land holding that opposed
NFM interventions at the start of the
trial has now asked the project to assess
opportunities on their land.
Co-designing NFM options – and
discussing how these will affect farm
business – has helped to raise awareness
of the feasibility of different NFM options
amongst farmers. The project highlighted
that the main barrier to NFM is farmers’
concern that it is incompatible with
their business. They want to base their
decisions on detailed information and
make an informed choice.
Farmers are keen to monitor the
outcomes; however, this time must
be costed. One of the farmers’ main
concerns is how payments will work in
practice; whether, having been involved
in trials and having installed NFM
interventions, they will be eligible once
the full scheme launches.
Trial farmers called for incentives to
join the scheme’s development stage and

felt they should be rewarded for their
input. The farmers support a wholecatchment approach, but raised concerns
that neighbours might not implement
NFM robustly – affecting their own
outcomes and therefore payments.
We are now feeding insights from
this project into consultations and
discussions on developing ELMS. The
next steps, dependent on funding, will
assess implementing NFM on the farms
and quantify the implications of farmers
monitoring interventions, the resources
they need for maintenance and the types
of monitoring data that can be collected.
What we have learned is that PfO
cannot be a one-size-fits-all scheme. Every
farm has different land use, business
structures and site-specific constraints,
including historic land drainage.
Payment for outcomes must consider
other factors such as the up-front capital
costs to install the intervention – which
may be significant – and monitoring and
maintenance costs.
It must also consider how to pay for
different types of intervention. Waterbased interventions – leaky dams,
offline storage ponds – can deliver
immediate benefits. It can take years
for many land-based interventions,
including soil management and tree
planting, to reach their full potential.
With the former, how will payments
reflect the volume of water and the time
for which it is held? And interventions
have varying longevity; leaky dams
may be replaced every other year; tree
planting is a more permanent change of
land use. And finally, some landowners
may be put off by excessive monitoring
requirements. There are many more
questions to answer. o
Janet Richardson and Jennifer Armstrong
are impact-translation Fellows for iCASP
and Megan Klaar a university academic
Fellow at the University of Leeds.
Elizabeth Sullivan is a property ecologist,
working on the payment for outcomes
trial for the National Trust. Stewart Clarke
is a national specialist for freshwater,
catchments and estuary management
for the National Trust. Helen Brown
is a senior farm conservation officer
for Yorkshire Dales National Park
Authority. Colin Brown is professor of
agricultural systems at York University
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Afforestation programmes in China have caused controversy

AFFORESTATION AND LAND RESTORATION
DEPLETE CHINA’S GROUNDWATER
Ambitious plans to afforest and restore land in parts of China
have had unforeseen – and unfortunate – consequences for
the country’s groundwater reserves. How do we know – and
what does the experience teach us?

A

fter decades – if not centuries
– of land degradation, some
countries have turned the tide,
launching extensive reforestation
and land-restoration
programmes. Since the 1990s, China has
achieved more than any other country,
restoring 5.5 per cent of its land to forest,
aiming to achieve as much as 30 per cent
land restoration by 2050.

Ecological restoration in China is
important as governments around the
world work to meet the United Nations’

Many environmentalists say the
government afforestation programme
has introduced vast monocultures of
non-native trees to China

Sustainable Development Goals. China
has demonstrated that restoration on a
massive scale is possible, and that this
can have positive impacts on agriculture
and on local incomes in rural areas.
China’s afforestation efforts have inspired
other nations to follow suit, including
several of Africa’s Sahel-Saharan states.
Land restoration in China has looked
to several methods to retain water and
tackle soil erosion, including building
reservoirs at the bottom of valleys and
terracing the hillsides. It has encouraged
households and farmers to participate,
granting land-use rights to promote
participation in programmes such as
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Grain for Green and the National ForestProtection Programme.
China mobilised its large rural
population to implement the programme
on a massive scale. When early
restoration projects reported low treesurvival rates, the Chinese government
introduced subsidies and incentives
based on the trees surviving.
This progress has not been without its
controversies. Critics say that in making
top-down decisions about restoration
programmes, China failed to involve and
consult land-conservation specialists
and scientists.
Many environmentalists say the
government programme has introduced
vast monocultures of non-native trees,
failing to gauge how this will affect
biodiversity and local people’s traditions,
based on familiar, native species.
There is also evidence that ecological
restoration programmes have worsened
air quality in some regions. Reports in
the Chinese media suggest many new
plantations generate massive amounts
of pollen, increasing allergy rates among
local communities.
And so China’s reforestation and land
restoration projects raise important
questions – not least about how to
measure their success. You cannot
judge success simply on regrowth and
regreening of the land or on short-term
local economic gains.
Measuring success must also
examine the impacts on biodiversity of
new monocultures, the ways in which
replanting and restoration affect net carbon
sequestration, impacts on air quality
of massive introductions of non-native
species, and the consequences of ecological
restoration for groundwater reserves.
All these impacts are equally – if not
more – important; but they are much harder
to document and challenging to report.
The problem is true not just for China
but for any land-restoration programme
anywhere in the world. How do you
establish whether or not an ecological
restoration programme has been a
success, and on what basis?

GROUNDWATER IMPACTS
We investigated the evolution of landbased water storage in relation to a
massive land-restoration project in
central China. For us, the fundamental

question was how groundwater resources
have been affected by ecological
restoration over the last several decades.
Water resources are critical, especially
groundwater resources, because they
support land productivity, agriculture,
food security, availability and management
of freshwater resources, economic
development and public health and safety.
In principle, reintroducing plants
should reduce soil erosion, rapid
evaporation, unconstrained surface

We cannot second-guess the impacts
of land restoration on our water
resources – it can have unexpected
and unpleasant surprises
runoff and help to retain water on site.
We constructed a continuous record,
combining data from NASA and the
German Aerospace Centre’s Gravity
Recovery and Climate Experiment
satellite mission (GRACE), and from
the GRACE follow-on mission, Chinese
government reports, environmental
observations and climate simulations.
The data spanned 1982-1998, the
period before environmental reclamation
took place, and the post-restoration
period from 2003-2016.
Ours was the first study of its kind
to take into account all hydrologic
resources, including groundwater, soil
moisture, surface water, snow and ice.
When we looked at the Mu Us desert
in northern China, we were surprised
to find an increase in annual reserve
consumption of 16mm, equal to a loss of
21 cu km of freshwater, during the postrestoration period – that’s equivalent to
all the water in Lake Mead in Nevada.
Analysing Chinese government
precipitation records against
evapotranspiration and runoff data, our
team calculated that groundwater stores
should have gained nearly 7mm annually
during the pre-reclamation period,
1982-1998. Instead, despite a favourable
increase in precipitation, the area had
lost water reserves at a rapid rate.
These findings should help to reevaluate the success of reclamation
practices based on their impact on water
resources. Will this depletion of water

storage continue in future in this part
of China? We find this quite likely, if the
stakeholders maintain or accelerate the
level of restoration. However, if they
reduce revegetation and rely more on
natural regeneration, water depletion
could slow and even reverse.

HIDDEN CHANGES
Successful ecological restoration is not
straightforward. Beyond the mechanical
task of replanting, it is essential to
evaluate the impact of land restoration
on groundwater availability. Until
recently, measuring the impact on water
resources relied on data from the surface;
rates of precipitation, runoff and stream
flows – essentially surface fluxes.
It is much more challenging to
document changes below the surface,
in aquifers and groundwater reserves,
leaving this large, unknown, yet essential
feature of water storage hidden from view
below ground.
Time-variable gravity data collected
from space by missions such as GRACE
and its follow-on offer a unique and novel
opportunity to document the impacts of
land restoration on total water storage,
including groundwater, over large areas,
for long periods of times, with amazing
levels of precision.
GRACE detects changes of the order
of 1 cm of water over an area of 300km.
This information will be invaluable to
help stakeholders to adjust their landrestoration strategies to better protect
land-water resources.
As is often the case, it puts us in a better
position to protect our environment once
we can document how our actions impact
on nature and affect the resilience of the
established ecosystems.
Some of the lessons we have learned
have resonated in China, driving substantial
improvements to the programme’s design.
One has been for China to increase
incentives to plant indigenous species.
And what this study teaches all of
us is that we cannot second-guess the
impacts of land restoration on our water
resources – it can have unexpected and
unpleasant surprises. o
Isabella Velicogna is professor, A
Geruo a project scientist and Meng
Zhao a PhD candidate in earth-system
sciences at University of California
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Shanghai will implement its urban-drainage
masterplan across its 285 districts in three stages

SHANGHAI’S URBAN DRAINAGE
MASTERPLAN – A VISION FOR 2030
Cost concerns and a mission to improve the city’s resilience to
climate change have prompted the Chinese megacity to rewrite
its urban-drainage strategy, putting nature-based solutions
first, write Thomas Sagris and Michael Zhao

S

hanghai has seen rapid
urbanisation and population
growth over the past three
decades. Shanghai’s population
has grown from 15 million in 1990
to over 24 million in 2020, becoming the
largest metropolitan area in the world.
By 2018, Shanghai’s urban area was
almost eight times larger than in 1985.
As a deepsea and river port since the
1600s – now the biggest container port in
the world – Shanghai’s history has been
shaped by water.
But Shanghai faces complex drainage
challenges. Flat with a low elevation, the
water table in parts of the city is less than 2m

below ground level. Unprecedented growth
and urban development have increased the
Shanghai catchment’s impermeable area
and reduced green space, increasing the
city’s stormwater runoff.
Shanghai’s drainage systems are
ageing, their performance impacted by
factors including high levels of sediment,
system misconnections and infiltration.
Stormwater flooding and water-quality
problems linked to the city drainage
systems have rightly been recognised
by the city as key threats for its future
development and achieving its 2035 targets.
The Shanghai 2017-2035 development
masterplan aims to build an “excellent

global city” of innovation, humanity
and sustainability: a world-leading
influence which will surpass Tokyo,
London and New York.
Having suffered serious urban flooding
in recent years from the 300 rivers and
canals that cross its urban area, Shanghai
also faces river pollution from combined
sewer overflows that discharge large
quantities of untreated wastewater into
rivers, even during normal weather.
When typhoon Matsa hit Shanghai
in 2005, it created direct economic
losses of some £1.5 billion. In late 2013,
Typhoon Fitow brought almost 153mm of
rainfall in 24 hours, causing widespread
residential flooding.

DRAINAGE MASTERPLAN 2017
Ten years in the making, the 2017
Shanghai drainage masterplan was
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SHANGHAI – A HISTORY OF TRADE,
FISHING AND ENTERPRISE
SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

designed to contribute to the ambitious
city-development masterplan, reducing
urban flooding and first-flush water
pollution of watercourses and canals.
The Water Bureau’s original plan
proposed only grey infrastructure; a
combination of three large and several
smaller tunnels, detention tanks and
two stormwater-treatment plants. It
recommended nature-based solutions only
as a last resort. Impractical for a densely
populated city like Shanghai, these would
have cost US$43 billion by 2035.
Shanghai’s recently appointed mayor
Ying Yong challenged the proposed
drainage masterplan due to its cost, lack
of adaptability to climate change and
limited opportunity for the public to
address the drainage challenge.
In 2018, the city authority launched a
design competition – the largest ever of
its kind worldwide – to explore advanced
yet implementable strategies for the
highly populated city centre.
Over ten months, Arup and the
Shanghai Urban Construction Design
and Research Institute developed a
vision for the city to be a world leader
in urban drainage masterplanning.
The strategy had three core objectives:
reducing flooding, restoring clean water
across Shanghai’s rivers, waterways
and parks and delivering solutions to
enhance the wellbeing of people, the city
and the wider environment.
Megacities are increasingly looking
at climate-change adaptation, watersensitive urban design, integrated
flood-control planning and decentralised
infrastructure to underpin their future
water strategies.
China has created and applied the
concept of sponge cities to Lingang, Wuhan
and Nanganqu. These cities are designed
to absorb large quantities of water through
permeable roads, wetlands, green roofs
and other spaces to manage and treat
stormwater. This is not a new concept,
but only China has put this approach into
practice on such a large city scale.
To develop the strategy, Arup studied
global cities including Philadelphia,
Singapore, Copenhagen, New Orleans,
Rotterdam, Tokyo, New York and Miami.
We identified those cities that align
most closely with the specific challenges
faced by Shanghai, its climate and the
wider environment.

Vintage photo of a view
along the Bund in Shanghai

SHANGHAI’S HISTORY STRETCHES
back some 5,500 years. Its location
made the city a link between the port
cities of north and south China and of
Southeast Asia.
In the 1920s and 1930s, Shanghai
evolved from a traditional circular
city with canals and narrow streets
into a modern metropolis, adding
European-influenced districts that
accommodated new economic
activities and residential needs.
However, from the early 1950s to
the 1990s, Shanghai lost ground as

This insight informed the new plan’s
approach, to ensure that Shanghai
builds on local context and on global
best practice to lead the world in urban
drainage masterplanning.

A NEW APPROACH
The strategy to deliver the masterplan
objectives and meet the required
standards and outcomes was based on
four core principles.
Integrated: working at basin-scale,
taking into consideration existing
plans and strategies across multiple
different city departments, including
the Shanghai City Masterplan 2017-2035,
the Sponge City Strategy and flooding,
water-management, infrastructure and
development plans.
Systems-led: interventions implemented
across the interconnected systems

an international centre of growth
and development to cosmopolitan
financial hub Hong Kong. Instead, it
became one of the largest industrial
centres in China.
As with other cities in China,
Shanghai’s real transformation started
in early 1990s. Chinese leader Deng
Xiaoping declared the city “the head of
the dragon” that would pull the country
into the future. Since then, Shanghai
has become a global centre in finance,
trade and banking and a showcase of
China’s economic success. o

that make up the Shanghai water
environment. The strategy was optimised
across four systems:
o Governance: a critical over-arching
system for strategy development and
implementation involving no-build
solutions such enforcing spongecity planning guidance and design
standards, regulation, incentivisation,
information sharing and collaboration
o Green infrastructure: above-ground
interventions to improve water quality
and reduce flooding at or near to
source, primarily using nature-based
solutions. These included parkland,
lakes and ponds, recreation areas,
street trees, green roofs and walls, and
sustainable urban drainage systems
o Blue Infrastructure: the network
of hydraulically controlled urban
rivers and canals including associated
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flood defences, pumping stations
and tidal controls
o Grey Infrastructure: underground
drainage infrastructure and pumps,
storage and treatment.
o Adaptive: interventions aligned with
an adaptive management approach that
provides flexibility to address future
uncertainty and new insight, avoiding
inefficiency and unnecessary spending
and delivering better outcomes over
time. This is based on a phased strategy
that looks at small interventions that
can be delivered quickly alongside
planning large infrastructure.
o SMART: The strategy included
implementing a new, smart integrated
model that will optimise the existing
network, run sophisticated future
planning scenarios and supports
a monitoring programme to help
understand stormwater pollution,
constituents, concentrations, and
particle size, based on local conditions.
A key element of the strategy has
been to introduce additional green
infrastructure to Shanghai.
However, identifying sustainable
drainage opportunities at large scale
can be repetitive and time consuming.
Arup and its partners are using machine
learning, artificial intelligence and
open-source earth-observation data to
identify urban typologies and green
infrastructure solutions to address the
stormwater challenges in the city.
That made it possible to produce a
draft masterplan for a 650km2 area,
quickly and efficiently.
The solutions were verified in three
districts, using detailed integrated
modelling studies to provide confidence
to the Shanghai Water Bureau.
The resulting masterplan involves
integrated governance – green, blue
and grey. The strategy is source-control
led, seeking first to maximise green
infrastructure before proposing new
grey infrastructure.
It aims first to maximise the potential of
existing facilities and infrastructure before
proposing anything new, with an initial
focus on better management. Second,
it aims to expand existing green spaces’
functions to manage stormwater and
identify further locations for cost-beneficial
retrofit of nature-based solutions.
Third, it proposes an expanded

FLICKR
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Shanghai plans more green
flood defences

integrated model that covers Shanghai’s
water and wastewater systems, to optimise
the existing separate and combined
system and the river/canal network and
to explore identified opportunities to
improve stormwater management.
Finally, where there is no other option,
the masterplan addresses remaining
needs for flood protection and waterquality improvements, using grey
infrastructure such as strategic tunnels
and localised storage tanks.

IMPLEMENTATION
It took ten months of hard work to
refine and validate the proposed
strategy. The drainage masterplan was
formally reviewed on in August 2019 by
a national panel of ten experts in water
management and sponge cities, urban
planning and economic development.
Chinese Academy of Engineering
academic Zhang Jie, who led the expert
team, summarised the review findings:
“The masterplan is internationally
advanced, technically feasible, and
economically sound; it will lead the
direction of national drainage planning.”
The regulations that included the
revised urban-drainage masterplan were
approved in December 2019 and came
into effect on 1 May last year. These
regulations provide the legal guarantee
for implementing this masterplan and for
building and managing drainage facilities.
Shanghai Water Bureau has costed

the stormwater masterplan at US$21
billion. This includes US$8 billion for
green infrastructure, US$1 billion for
blue infrastructure, US$8 billion for
grey infrastructure and US$6 billion
dollars to maintain existing drainage
systems and other measures to improve
water governance.
The masterplan will be implemented
across its 285 districts in three stages: 49
districts by the end of 2025, 104 systems
by the end of 2030 and 132 systems by the
end of 2035.
The proposed stormwater strategy
will be integrated into all urban
planning and design projects and
critical infrastructure-investment areas,
including transportation, water, energy,
digital and waste.
This visionary, integrated approach
aims to deliver the core objectives
linked to urban drainage, flood control
and pollution control – but also wider
impacts; enhancing the wellbeing of
Shanghai’s citizens, improving water
quality and ecology for its rivers and
canals, making the city safer and more
resilient and growing the economy.
Finally, it will drive extensive
collaboration to develop and deliver
multi-functional solutions and outcomes
for all stakeholders. o
Thomas Sagris is an Arup associate
based in Leeds. Michael Zhao is chief
manager for Arup Water in China
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DUNNE PLEDGES TO TACKLE
SEWAGE POLLUTION IN RIVERS
After last year’s headlines about combined
sewer overflows polluting UK rivers, chair of the
parliamentary Environmental Audit Committee
Philip Dunne MP wants stronger
legislation to protect water quality

B

y the time you read this article,
Environmental Audit Committee
chair Philip Dunne will know
whether his private member’s bill
to tackle UK river-water quality
has passed its second reading.
Lockdown delayed from November to
January 15 the progress of Dunn’s Sewage
(Inland Waters) bill, which seeks to
tackle discharges from combined sewer
overflows (CSOs). Dunne also proposed
amendments to the Environment Bill,
working through parliament before
Christmas, to add water quality to
Ofwat’s objectives to water firms.
Speaking exclusively to CIWEM

policy director Alastair Chisholm,
Dunne explained why we need stronger
monitoring of sewage spills, tougher
penalties on companies that pollute
inland waterbodies – and a review of
how Ofwat sets and monitors water firms’
five-year investment plans.
Ofwat sets strict targets to tackle
leakage, but a lower bar on preventing
sewage discharges into rivers or
increasing investment in separating
waste water and surface water. That
would mean ramping up nature-based
solutions such as constructed wetlands
and sustainable drainage systems (SuDS).
“Ofwat’s objectives need to change, to

allow some degree of return on investment,
to improve these systems,” Dunne says.
“The Strategic Policy Statement (SPS) to
Ofwat gets reviewed every five years, so
that puts us at a very good point in the
cycle to make that change.”
Dunne wants to make water
companies legally accountable for
discharging untreated sewage into UK
rivers and inland waterways. Freedom
of Information requests last summer
revealed that nine English water and
sewerage companies had spilled
untreated sewage into rivers more than
200,000 times in 2019.
Fewer than one in six English rivers

“Water companies’ monitoring is
woeful in every sense. What they are
required to monitor – the frequency
and duration of events – is very
easy. But they don’t publish it”
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English water firms spilled sewage
more than 200,000 times in 2019

meets ‘good’ status under the European
Union’s Water Framework Directive. Twofifths of all rivers in England and Wales
are polluted with human sewage.

LOCKDOWN
Dunne, a senior Conservative MP who
chairs Westminster’s Environmental
Audit Committee, talked to the Rivers
Trust, Ofwat, water companies and
government colleagues about how to
improve UK water quality.
He wanted Defra to help him assess
and narrow the options to tackle inland
water pollution. However, lockdown,
Brexit and delays last autumn to the
agriculture and environment bills
interrupted that plan, leaving his bill
stuffed with proposed actions: “It’s a bit
of a smorgasbord.”
But what did become clear, having
talked to everyone from Ofwat chief
executive Rachel Fletcher, to NGOs, to
water-industry representatives including
WaterUK chief executive Christine
McGourty, is that cleaning our rivers will
be long, complex and expensive.
“It’s important to recognise that this is
a problem that dates back 150 years – that
particularly since the Second World War
we’ve seen huge population growth but

have not invested in our drainage systems
parallel to that growth,” Dunne says.
“We can acknowledge that there’s
been investment of some £25 billion since
water was privatised – but that’s still less
than £1 billion a year. We need to spend
a lot more money to improve matters. I
recognise that there has to be a release
valve to manage flows of sewage as we
face increased rainfall thanks to climate
change – and that we can’t deal with this
overnight. This has to be a gradual process
of network renewal and separation.”
Dunne combines a passion for angling
with an insider’s understanding of water
regulation – and of the constraints that
face water companies. Before entering
politics, he was a merchant banker,
advising Ofwat on its first periodic
pricing review.
This has shaped his determination to
change Ofwat’s agenda – to make water
quality as important as water prices and
tackling leakage. “It’s so important to
give water companies the tools to do
what they need to do and want to do.
“They’re coming under a lot of
customer pressure… Water companies
don’t admit this publicly but they are
asking for direction in their negotiations
with the regulator, to be able to say that
this is now an objective – to be given the
tools they need to do it.

“The £20 million fine to Thames
Water maybe gave them a shock.
Being taken to court and fined
a few hundred thousand isn’t
a major loss of earnings, more
a rounding error”
“They’re very much in favour of several
other of my bill’s proposals; separating
foul water from surface water, having
more support for sustainable drainage
systems (SuDS), a review of developers’
right to connect to the sewer with prior
approval from the local authority, similar
to that in Wales – all that stuff that has to
do with what goes into our drains.”

PLAN B
Having Ofwat add water quality to the
water companies’ five-year objectives is
“a relatively easy ask”, he says. “It gives
government the tools to progressively ask

water companies to address water quality,
something the bill will be setting targets
for. I’m pushing against an open door here
– we’re all flowing in the same direction.
“It’s why I expect something to come of
this, one way or another, in the next year
or so. [My private members bill] gives
oxygen of parliamentary publicity to
galvanise public attention and focus on
the water companies.”
Public ire has focused on Environment
Agency capacity to monitor and punish
water companies for excessive sewage
spills. Water companies are allowed to
discharge sewage into rivers during heavy
rainfall, to prevent sewers backing up and
flooding homes and businesses. But global
heating is increasing short, sharp bursts of
rain – and campaigners report many CSOs
discharging, foul weather or fair.
Improved monitoring and
transparency is critical, Dunne says.
“Water companies’ monitoring is woeful
in every sense,” he says. “What they are
required to monitor – the frequency and
duration of events – is very easy. But
they don’t publish it. You have to get that
data out of them, and it’s unbelievably
difficult. The issue of data is a no-brainer.
“What I want to see is what’s
beginning to happen around our coasts,
where we have real-time data to know
whether or not it’s safe to swim. People
who want to swim in a river should
be able to look on a website to see
whether there’s been a spillage in the
last 24 hours. At the moment, the water
companies are fearful of giving that
information to their customers.”
However, the Environment Agency also
needs more resources to invest in better
monitoring and perhaps recycling money
raised from fines, he says.
“The Environment Agency has been
constrained. I’d like to see monitoring
downstream of all sewage-treatment
plants, providing real-time biological and
mechanical data to a computer that then
processes what all that data means.
“We aren’t that far from that – which
is why my bill talks about progressive
improvements of data. The £20 million
fine to Thames Water maybe gave them
a shock. Being taken to court and fined a
few hundred thousand isn’t really a major
loss of earnings, more a rounding error.
So yes, I am in favour of a few more sharp
shocks – to shake people up.” o
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SUSTAINABLE FARMING: INTERIM
MEASURES COULD UNDERMINE ELMS
The Agriculture Act has received assent, the
Brexit transition phase passed. Farm and
land management enter a brave new world of
public money for public goods – or do they?
Some fear the transitional arrangements
mean a return to business as usual – and
they mustn’t, writes Alastair Chisholm

is at real risk of being lost… It is crucial
to use the right framework and metrics,
or risk multiple policy failures including
the success of the 25 YEP, all future
Environmental Improvement Plans,
[and] the delivery of Environmental Land
Management schemes.”

THWARTED AMBITIONS
AS IDEAS HAVE developed regarding a
new Environmental Land Management
scheme (ELMs) in England, some have
expressed concern, particularly when
it comes to verifying delivery of public
goods against payments.
Should we pay for actions that may not
guarantee desired environmental outcomes
but that provide greater financial certainty
for farmers and land managers? Or should
payments focus on outcomes, which
demands considerable monitoring and
takes time to deliver and
prove, which could
itself cut incomes to
farmers until they
can demonstrate
their
outcomes?

Support also means dealing with
actions’ potential complexities and
helping farmers to work with others
to prioritise environmental gains,
whether on the farm, within the
catchment or at landscape scale

Recent discussions have considered
a transitional arrangement that in effect
guarantees that ELMs will offer similar
subsidies to the current Basic Payment
Scheme, as long as farmers deliver
rudimentary environmental husbandry
between 2022, when the Common
Agricultural Policy effectively finishes
and 2024 when ELMs commences. This
could become known as the Sustainable
Farming Incentive (SFI).
Larger, highly commercialised farms
might manage the transition to a new
regime without transitional support.
But the fact that direct payments
account for around 61 per cent of farm
profits indicates the implications to UK
agriculture of introducing ELMs.
Subsidy income is critical to many farms
surviving as businesses. Future subsidy
schemes must ensure that farm and other
land-management businesses remain
viable to support rural economies, produce
high-quality food and help to deliver
environmental recovery.
However, future schemes must also
challenge recipients of subsidies to
work to support a greater national-level
understanding of environmental recovery
or decline trajectories, improving their
monitoring, data gathering and systemsbased approaches.
The Natural Capital Committee (NCC)
recently noted that: “The integrated,
systems-based approach the 25-year plan
for the environment (25 YEP) demands

Environmental NGOs have expressed
concern that the transitional
arrangements water down ambition and
perpetuate business as usual, wielding
a fatal blow to ELMs’ environmental
ambitions that so many have welcomed.
As experts told the House of Commons
Environmental Audit Committee in
November, ELMs is on the cusp of
something special.
Although 75 per cent of the UK’s land
area is utilised for agriculture, there’s
potential to link up all kinds of habitats.
More than 80,000 farms could fall within
ELMs in England, only a quarter of them
under agri-environment schemes. The
challenge to scale up is huge – but so are
the gains this could deliver for nature.
Unless we provide enough support
for processes of change, how can we
persuade farmers to adopt new ways to
work to meet these targets?
Well-supported means more than
retaining an economic safety net – it
means access to advice and capacity
to support making environmental
enhancements standard practice. Support
also means dealing with actions’ potential
complexities and helping farmers to work
with others to prioritise environmental
gains, whether on the farm, within the
catchment or at landscape scale.
ELMs and the 25 YEP target a set of
public goods that comprise a broad range
of outcomes. Each has its own technical
complexity, requiring many inherent
metrics to be captured. Reports over the
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summer suggest that ELMs could pay
farmers to deliver up to 1,261 actions –
considerably more than the Countryside
Stewardship or Environmental
Stewardship schemes offer.
This will be a step up for many –
but it will take ambitious government
investment to deliver such steep changes.
Secretary of State George Eustice has
acknowledged this, saying some grants
will be removed, and that CatchmentSensitive Farming will be ramped up to
offer more advice and funding for better
farm management.
It will take extensive monitoring to
reveal how consistently actions are
deployed, the outcomes they deliver
and how effectively these deliver their
nature-recovery targets under the 25 YEP;
sequester carbon sequestration, introduce
natural flood management and so on.
Few government datasets on the extent
and health of habitats are updated often
enough to track these changes. Data must
be temporally and spatially frequent
and ELMs must be a fundamental pillar
of this. Citizen science can support this,
with phone-based sensors to monitor
water quality or soil health.

REDUCING THE BURDEN
Short-term, the new ELMs approach
could appear expensive and
burdensome. However, there are ways
to ease that burden:
o Implement earned recognition,
backdated to reward good historic
activity and performance, to reduce
inspection and administrative burden
for the new scheme
o Invest early in monitoring and
verification technology and skills to
underpin a green recovery, developing
the UK’s standing as a global leader
delivering environmental outcomes

Three-quarters of UK land is used for agriculture

This was never going to be easy
or quick. But success will enable
farmers and land managers to
diversify their income streams,
selling environmental benefits to
public and/or private markets, as
well as food and other produce
through agriculture and land
management
oM
 easure and understand the benefits
of outcomes achieved, utilising
natural capital accounting. Refine the
application of this to agriculture as
data flows improve
oU
 tilise this data to help land managers
to provide services to national and
international, public (ELMs) and
private ecosystem-services markets.
Linking local actions with global
reporting frameworks is vital to enable
land managers and collaborative groups
to access private ecosystem-services
markets, measuring impact in ways that
are familiar to the private sector. Working
this approach into ELMs will support and
embed this access.
Existing collaborations and
initiatives, e.g. catchment partnerships
will need continued support for farmlevel co-ordination that reflects local
priorities as well as regional, national or
international services.
Government aims,
with its

ELMs ambitions, to establish a market
for the production of goods beyond
food. That demands a transition to very
different approaches, measurement,
valuation and customer base.
This was never going to be easy or
quick. But success will enable farmers
and land managers to diversify their
income streams, selling environmental
benefits to public and/or private markets,
as well as food and other produce.
That success will depend on
supporting and bringing all farmers
and land managers on this journey,
not reducing our ambitions. It will take
investment – but it will create a more
sustainable and resilient farming and
land-management sector.
To shift back, under SFI, to business
as usual risks farms that already manage
sensitively and offers insufficient
incentives to others to change their
approach. And that is a lost opportunity
that will compromise our ability to
achieve our 25
YEP ambitions in
good time. o

Alastair Chisholm
is CIWEM director
of policy
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The Flood and Coast digital series continues to explore new
innovations in digital technology and green finance that are
transforming the FCERM sector. Roxana Oldershaw reports
FOR MOST OF US, the pace of
adoption of digital communications has
been accelerated by the coronavirus
pandemic. The flooding and coastal
erosion risk-management (FCERM)
sector has responded to the challenges
presented by lockdown by pioneering
new technologies that demonstrate how
technology can help the sector to become
more responsive, inclusive, and efficient.
This innovation comes at a financial
cost, but new green finance initiatives and
sources of sources of partnership funding
are also becoming more widely utilised.
The final two sessions of the Flood and
Coast digital series focus on the themes
of digital innovation and investment in
FCERM and showcase stories from the
people and organisations leading the way.
The new era of digital innovation in
FCERM session takes place on February
3. It will focus on how technology is
addressing challenges in our sector. It will
feature case studies from across academia,
government, private, and public sectors.

This interactive session will explore
the digital tools that raise public
awareness and involvement and will
engage the audience in discussions on
the future of FCERM in terms of digital
ambitions. The event will also launch
the Flood Digital Exhibition, which
will showcase how floods impact our
landscapes and our lives.
Finding the right funding to support
innovation in FCERM is not a new
challenge, but the continuing threat
of Covid-19 creates new pressures on
our health and on our economies.
The Environment Agency’s long-term
investment scenarios illustrate the need for
sustained investment in flood and coastal
resilience over the coming decades.
To achieve this, we need to explore
new opportunities to secure funding and
finance from all sources across public
and private sectors. Some 90 per cent of
partnership funding contributions in the
current 2015-2021 programme comes from
local authorities or other public authorities.

SHUTTERSTOCK.COM
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FLOOD AND COAST:
DIGITAL INNOVATION
AND INVESTMENT

Tynemouth Pier

In future we will need more partnership
funding from non-public sources.
Additionally, the UK government has
pledged to invest £5.2 billion to create
around 2,000 new flood and coastalmanagement schemes to better protect
336,000 home and businesses in England
by 2027. This presents a great opportunity
to advance a green and sustainable
recovery across the country.
Flood and Coast’s final session,
Innovative investment in FCERM, will
look at this strategic context and explore
the practical application of innovative
funding solutions, including green
finance initiatives within FCERM.
This final session takes place online on
April 14. It will highlight how the industry
can reframe its ambition and discover the
potential for co-investment. The event
will also present current case studies
of proactive and innovative funding
mechanisms in use today. o
The Flood and Coast four-part digital
series is a CPD-accredited programme.
Each session qualifies for two
hours of learning. Register at
www.floodandcoast.com

LET’S TALK WEM: CIWEM PRESIDENT LAUNCHES PODCAST
Niki Roach is launching a podcast to inspire and educate
water and environment professionals through in-depth
conversations on emerging topics with sector experts
WE’RE DELIGHTED TO invite you to
listen to our brand-new podcast, Let’s
Talk WEM!, writes Niki Roach. This
podcast amplifies the voices of CIWEM
members and others working across the
water and environment sector and shares
fascinating stories through in-depth

interviews. Our first series is exploring,
through informal conversations
with experts, some of the most
compelling issues facing the water and
environment sector across the globe.
Each episode, I’ll be joined by a
guest presenter to offer their reflections

on the interview and the topics we’re
covering. We’ll also put to the test the
theme for my presidency and find out if
everything really is connected. You can
listen to Let’s Talk WEM! through your
usual podcast provider. Do get in touch
and tell me what you think about the
content and ideas for future episodes. o
Tune in at : https://letstalkwem.ciwem.
org/ Niki Roach is CIWEM president.
Contact her at president@ciwem.org
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JAKE SENIOR WINS 2020
JAMIE MARGETTS BURSARY
RPS GRADUATE MODELLER Jake Senior
has been named the 2021 winner of the
£3,000 Jamie Margetts Bursary, for his
research on how leaky dams can reduce
flood risk in Yorkshire’s Calder Valley.
Senior will use the money to develop
his Masters dissertation, which looked
at how to tackle flood risk
in the Calder Valley,
where more than 3,500
homes and businesses
flooded on Boxing Day
2015. The research
supported
community
projects such as
Slow the Flow
Calderdale,
that aim to
reduce local
flood risk, using

natural flood-management (NFM)
techniques that include leaky dams.
His new research will build a ruralurban, integrated-baseline drainage
model to test NFM scenarios in a sample
catchment, finding ways to model leaky
dams to understand where and how they
can reduce flood risk. His conclusions
should help to understand how NFM can
support local urban-drainage networks.
Before joining RPS, Senior gained a
degree in environment, economics and
ecology from York University, going
on to join Leeds University’s Masters
programme in environmental engineering
and project management.
Senior becomes the second winner of
the £3,000 annual Margetts Bursary, which
commemorates RPS director and CIWEM
Urban Drainage Group chair Jamie Margetts.
RPS technical director James Hale says

the judging panel selected three strong
submissions from this year’s applications,
covering hydrogeology, NFM and urban
planning. Senior’s application stood
out for demonstrating “the right blend
of industry-relevant research and the
opportunity to support wider integrated
catchment modelling”, he says.
Senior has now formed a research
team with colleagues at RPS to complete
the new research over the coming year.
Having landed the bursary, he will also
be mentored by RPS experts.
“This is the biggest achievement in my
career so far,” he says. “I am excited to
now have the opportunity to expand my
research and improve knowledge of how
natural flood-management techniques are
represented in models… And I am proud
to be another small component of Jamie
Margetts’ significant legacy at RPS.” o

CIWEM’S WATER AND ENVIRONMENT JOURNAL GOES DIGITAL
CIWEM MEMBERS CAN now access
Water and Environment Journal
(WEJ) online through their MyCIWEM
account; as of last month, the
publication is transitioning to online
only and will no longer be distributed
in print, writes Heather Gardner.
CIWEM’s WEJ is an internationally
recognised, peer-reviewed journal that
disseminates innovation and solutions
that enhance water-management best
practice. Transitioning online will have
a significant impact on CIWEM’s efforts
to achieve net zero by 2030, reducing
our carbon emissions from printing and
posting some 20,000 copies every year.
Making the transition will also
improve the journal’s accessibility
and readability, putting an end to a
restrictive print format and opening
access to even more content.

The journal is edited by Ana Soares,
professor of biotechnology engineering
specialising in environmental water
protection and resource recovery at
Cranfield University. As editor-in-chief,
Ana works with four associate editors
and 20 editorial board members.
WEJ encourages contributions from
the interface between academia and
industry, that deliver industrially
impactful, applied research
underpinned by scientific evidence.
It is keen to attract papers covering
broad subjects, including water and
wastewater treatment, water recycling,
sludge treatment, water management
and more.
The journal also wants to increase
its database of reviewers and welcomes
applications from anyone with suitable
experience in a subject within the

journal’s scope.
This is a great way
to get involved in
the peer-review
process and to
read exciting new
research first. o
For more
information on
the journal,
including
paper
submission
or reviewer
applications, please contact
journals@ciwem.org You can
find details on how to submit
a research paper to WEJ at:
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/
journal/17476593
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PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
RADIO TELEMETRY, EDM,
POLLUTION & LEAKAGE REDUCTION
Radio Data Networks Limited

FASTENERS, FIXINGS & GASKETS
Vulcan Industrial Fasteners Ltd

TELEMETRY, DATALOGGING,
METEOROLOGY, WATER QUALITY,
LEVEL & FLOW INSTRUMENTATION
OTT Hydromet

WATER & DROUGHT
MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
Aquobex Ltd

+44 (0) 1246 573 480
uksales@otthydromet.com
www.otthydromet.com
Unit 19, Jessops Riverside, Sheffield S9 2RX

01923 518 582
Enquiries@aquobex.com
www.aquobex.com
Unit 4, Genesis Building, Library Avenue,
Harwell Science Park, OX11 0SG

CHEMICAL DOSING SYSTEMS
Chemidose Ltd

CORROSION PREVENTION
Winn & Coales (Denso) Ltd

NATURAL FLOOD MANAGEMENT
cbec eco-engineering UK Ltd.

HEAT EXCHANGERS, PASTEURISATION
& CONCENTRATION HRS
Heat Exchangers Ltd

HEADWALLS
Althon Ltd

GRP KIOSKS
Enclosure Tec Ltd

PUMPS
Dual Pumps Limited

+44 (0)1664 567226 Fax: +44 (0)1664 410127
info@dualpumps.co.uk
www.dualpumps.co.uk
Unit 8, Hudson Road, Saxby Road Ind. Est.
Melton Mowbray Leicestershire LE13 1BS

FLOOD PROTECTION /
FLOOD RESILIENCE SOLUTIONS
M3 Global Flood Technologies

44 (0)1905 676467
sales@m3floodtec.com
www.m3floodtec.com
9a Wassage Way, Hampton Lovett Industrial
Estate, Droitwich, Worcestershire WR9 0NX

01795 425169
sales@chemidose.co.uk
www.chemidose.co.uk
Unit 1, Centre 2000, St Michael’s Road,
Sittingbourne, Kent ME10 3DZ

01923 232335
info@uk.hrs-he.com
www.hrs-heatexchangers.com
10–12 Caxton Way, Watford Business Park,
Watford, Hertfordshire WD18 8JY

+44(0)1279 600 440
sales@radio-data-networks.com
www.radio-data-networks.com
The Innovation Farm, Bishops Stortford,
Hertfordshire CM22 7QU

020 8670 7511 Fax: 020 8761 2456
mail@denso.net
www.denso.net
Denso House, Chapel Road, London SE27 0TR

01603 488700 Fax: 01603 488598
sales@althon.co.uk
www.althon.co.uk
MAG Building, Vulcan Road South, Norwich,
Norfolk NR6 6AF

Glenfield Invicta ‘End to End’ Project Solutions provide market
leading valve and penstock engineering excellence, across a
multitude of water and non-water infrastructure projects.
+44 (0) 1292 670404
www.glenfieldinvicta.co.uk
paul.boyden@avkukprojects.co.uk

01785 818494
sales@vulcanfasteners.co.uk
www.vulcanfasteners.co.uk
Emerald Way, Stone Business Park,
Staffordshire ST15 0SR

01463 718831
info@cbecoeng.co.uk
www.cbecoeng.co.uk
The Green House, Beechwood Park North,
Inverness IV2 3BL

01269 267100
info@enclosure-tec.co.uk
www.enclosure-tec.co.uk
Rainbows’ End, Shands Road,
Ammanford SA18 3QU

The Kyowa Filter Unit Rockbag has a proven track record for
marine and civil engineering works. Made from 100% recycled
material and is a unique system that has proven to be more
environmentally friendly and cost effective compared to
traditional scour protection methods.
UK +44 (0) 28 9045 4599
Ireland +353 (01) 802 7173
www.rockbags.co.uk
info@rockbags.co.uk

ACCREDITED COURSE

MSc in Flood Risk Assessment, Modelling and Engineering
• Study whilst remaining in the workplace
• Work with leading flood practitioners
• Local and international field courses
Programme Leader Dr Servel Miller:
01244513181
s.miller@chester.ac.uk
www.chester.ac.uk/floodrisk
Content include: SuDS, Flood Modelling,
NFM, Urban Drainage Design, VR and GIS.

DP Flow supply fluid process instrumentation. We cover
flow (Incl Venturi & Orifice, Clamp on Ultrasonic), pressure,
temperature, analytical, GC’s, flow computers.
Suppliers of CONVAL software for flow sizing, valve and
actuator sizing, checking of thermowells for Wake frequency.
Contact us for Licensing.
01865 600245 / 07804 863255
sales@dp-flow.co.uk
www.dp-flow.co.uk

To ensure your company is included in this guide please email: ciwem@syonmedia.com or telephone Danielle on 0203 900 0147
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IN THE PICTURE WITH CIWEM AOTEAROA
THE WINNERS AND RUNNERS-UP:
Your environment
Winner: Lucky or Guilty
by Angela Pratt
Second: Canopy Jigsaw
by Holly Foreman
Third: The Road Less travelled
by Tom Kennard

4
1

Our animals in the environment
Joint winners
Scout Watching Sunrise at Lake
Rotoiti, Rotorua by Peter Brooks
I’m Tired of Lockdown by Matt Hancock
Future of the environment
Winner: Otira Viaduct
by Jason Carvalho

5

2
1 Lucky or Guilty:
“Great vista with striking colours”
2 Canopy Jigsaw:
“Love the imagination… great texture”

3 Otira Viaduct:
“Futuristic when it was built; still futuristic today”
4 Scout Watching Sunrise:
“Lovely warm colours, good composition”
5 I’m Tired of Lockdown:
“Cute photo, lovely clarity”

3
CIWEM AOTEARORA/NEW ZEALAND
is proud to unveil the winners of the
branch’s first photography competition,
launched to encourage people to share
their perspectives of our country’s
natural environment with the rest of the
world, writes Tom Porter.
The competition attracted dozens
of high-quality, imaginative entries
for the three categories. Independent
judges, certified photography judge and
scientist Murry Cave and professional
photographer Michelle Hyslop chose
Lucky or Guilty by Angela Pratt as CIWEM

You can see all the competition entries on
CIWEM Aotearoa’s Instagram page: https://
www.instagram.com/ciwem_nz/

Aotearoa Environmental Photograph of
the Year 2020.
The image, which features Aotearoa’s
iconic tallest mountain Aoraki/Mount
Cook in the background, also won the
Your Environment category.
Cave and Hyslop praised Lucky or
Guilty for its “great vista with striking
colours… Technically the snow and ice,
with their contrast to the bright sky were
handled well. The ski tracks draw the
eye into the picture and highlights the
human involvement in this remote and
precious environment”.

The CIWEM Aotearora/New Zealand
branch formed in September 2020,
following several years as a country
network. It has more than a hundred
members and a friendly and diverse
branch committee that is spread
across the country, working to connect
environmental and water professionals
across Aotearoa and internationally.
Aotearoa is living through interesting
times. Our beautiful country, which
has a rich culture, spectacular scenery
and unique flora and fauna, is facing
significant challenges that many of us
are trying to prevent and improve.
The branch has partnered with other
industry groups to stage events and is
running a series of regular webinars
on topics relevant to a local and
international audience. We are keen to
support local events, and to help our
local members with their continued
professional development (CPD) and
progression to Chartership. o
For more information on the branch
head to the LinkedIn group (CIWEM
New Zealand - https://www.linkedin.
com/groups/4437474/) or email
newzealand@ciwem.org
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POSTCARD FROM A VIRTUAL
TRIP TO PAKISTAN
Our counterparts in Asia face the sharp end
of climate change; we can learn a lot from
each other, writes Terry Fuller
“WE ARE LIVING the reality of climate
change” – these words from a lecturer
from The City Schools in Pakistan sum up
how acutely the country feels the impacts
of water scarcity and flood risk. These
words convinced me that CIWEM should
expand its relationship with Pakistan.
The venture into Pakistan followed an
invitation from the UK government
Department for International Trade (DIT)
and British Council to join its UK-Pakistan
virtual mission for chartered bodies.
This supports the government’s
commitment set out in the 2019
International Education Strategy that
aims to build lasting partnerships,
connecting Pakistan’s educational
institutes with professional registration
and, through accreditation, global
state-of-the-art education programmes.
It is also about sharing the experiences
and intellect of the many hundreds of
thousands of people studying and
working in education in Pakistan.

The global pandemic has had a
profound impact on Pakistan’s education
at all levels, programmes placed on hold
and methods of delivery altered. The UK
government’s international education
champion Sir Steve Smith believes the
impacts on productivity and on income will
have longstanding effects on Pakistan’s
people, skills and equality and economy.
These are further areas where CIWEM
has a part to play – even more reason to
take part. Over a fortnight, I met six
organisations, both government and
privately funded, that are seeking to
support state-of-the-art education.
Individually, these bodies support
18,000-100,000 students.
It is exciting to think that these
students will deliver solutions to some of
the world’s most challenging issues.
CIWEM was the only institution taking
part that focuses on the environment,
with a membership of engineers,
scientists and environmentalists. Interest
KHLONGWANGCHAO / SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

Children in the classroom of the
village school in Skardu, Pakistan

in us naturally centred around climate
and ecological risks and recovery.
The delegates in Pakistan discussed
extreme air-quality issues, flooding and
water scarcity. One lecturer cited more than
100,000 climate-related deaths per year.
The United Nations Development
Programme warns of absolute water
scarcity and drought by 2025. Pakistan’s
monsoon season is reportedly ever more
erratic and the country lacks reservoirs.
However, funding is being collected to
create major new reservoirs and
Pakistan’s central government is under
pressure to consider domestic waterefficiency measures.
CIWEM is well placed to support
Pakistan, through promoting professional
standards among teachers and lecturers,
government and industry leaders. We also
have a lot to gain. Necessity is the mother
of invention and, although Pakistan faces
immediate climate threats, nowhere is
immune from these types of stress.
Our next steps include working with
the centres of learning in Pakistan to
share best practice and to identify best
practice that we can share with our
global partners. We will support
teaching staff and leaders to attain
chartership qualifications, to
demonstrate consistent professionalism
and to declare the importance of
continuing professional development.
This will connect them to our network.
This trade mission has also demonstrated
why professional institutes must work
together. Although CIWEM was the only
participant with an overt environmental
remit, all the institutes support members
that play a significant part in mitigating
climate change. Professions represented
included accountancy, management,
procurement, logistics and transport,
information technology and marketing.
All these professions can influence a
low-carbon economy and practices.
All have experiences to share;
innovation does not come from isolation. o
Terry Fuller is chief executive of CIWEM
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MEMBERSHIP
E N G A G E | A D VA N C E | A C H I E V E

CIWEM membership enriches
your career, advances your
knowledge, supports your
professional development
and expands your influence
and networks.

Join us today at
ciwem.org/membership

membership@ciwem.org
www.ciwem.org/membership
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BUSINESS
PA R T N E R S
P R O F E S S I O N A L | R E S P O N S I B L E | S U S TA I N A B L E

Businesses and organisations of all kinds
must evolve to contribute to the global
transition to a sustainable economy. CIWEM
works in partnership to develop the skills
your organisation needs to position your
business as a responsible and sustainable
operation. Our business partners are
committed to environmental best practice,
safeguarding the health of people and
nature for current and future generations.
A partnership with CIWEM is a powerful
demonstration of this commitment.

Email joseph.wilson@ciwem.org to find out how par tnership
with CIWEM can benefit your business

joseph.wilson@ciwem.org
www.ciwem.org/business-partners
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